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Abstract 

Bio-based production of biochemicals and biofuels holds great promises for the tran-
sition towards a more sustainable society. With increasing levels of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) in the atmosphere, cyanobacteria stand apart as natural catalysts directly con-
verting CO2 and light to product. However, current product productivities and titers 
do not meet the standard set by the petroleum-based industry. In particular, the so-
lar-to-product efficiency needs to be drastically improved to make the process eco-
nomically more interesting. As proof of concept, this thesis puts an emphasis on 
identifying metabolic limitations towards increased solar-to-product efficiency us-
ing model-guided formulation of strategies and genome-wide screening, followed by 
novel practical implementations. It follows previous works identifying the intracel-
lular ATP/NADPH ratio as an important variable to balance photosynthesis, carbon 
fixation, product synthesis and biomass formation to ensure more performant met-
abolic engineering designs of photoautotrophs. 

 

In Paper I, we identified in silico growth-coupled metabolic designs linking product 
formation to growth to increase productivity and stability of the engineered strain. 
In Paper II, we found computationally and experimentally that carbon rerouting 
gave the best results to increase product formation. In Paper III, we used the CRIS-
PRi system to further maximize carbon rerouting to product synthesis in growth-
arrest strategies. Finally, in Paper IV, we conduct a genome-wide screening using a 
CRISPRi library and identified key targets to improve product synthesis, product tol-
erance and growth. We also demonstrate experimentally some of the strategies 
found in Paper I. This thesis suggests that growth-arrest production is a promising 
avenue to maximize the solar-to-product efficiency and asserts that systems biology 
tools will be needed to identify and tackle the remaining strain instability associated 
with those designs. 

 
Keywords: metabolic engineering, growth-coupling, growth-arrest, cyanobacteria, 
CRISPRi, CRISPRi library, flux balance analysis, genome-scale model, butanol, lac-
tate, isoprene 
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Abstract (Swedish) 

Biobaserad produktion av biokemikalier och biodrivmedel är ett lovande tillväga-
gångssätt för övergången till ett mer hållbart samhälle. Med ökande nivåer av koldi-
oxid (CO2) i atmosfären utmärker sig cyanobakterier som naturliga katalysatorer för 
omvandlingen av CO2 och ljus till produkt. Nuvarande produktionshastigheter och 
titrar uppfyller emellertid inte standarden som fastställts av den petroleumbaserade 
industrin. Särskilt måste solljus-till-produkteffektiviteten drastiskt förbättras för att 
göra processen mer ekonomiskt intressant. Denna avhandling lägger betoning på att 
konceptvalidera identifikationen av metaboliska begränsningar för ökad solljus-till-
produkteffektivitet med hjälp av modellstyrda strategier och genom-täckande såll-
ningsundersökningar, följt av nya praktiska implementationer. Den grundar sig i ti-
digare arbete som upptäckte att den intracellulära ATP/NADPH-kvoten är en avgö-
rande variabel för att balansera fotosyntes, kolfixering, produktsyntes och biomas-
sesyntes och för att säkerställa effektivare metaboliska konstruktioner i fotoautotro-
fer. 

 

I Artikel I, identifierade vi tillväxtkopplade metaboliska konstruktioner, in silico, 
som länkar produktbildning med tillväxt för att öka produktiviteten och den gene-
tiska stabiliteten hos den konstruerade bakteriestammen. I Artikel II, konstaterade 
vi beräkningsmässigt och experimentellt att omledning av kolflöden resulterade i de 
bästa lösningarna för ökad produktivitet. I Artikel III använde vi CRISPRi-syste-
met för att ytterligare maximera omledningen av kolflöden till produktsyntes genom 
tillväxtarreststrategier. Slutligen, i Artikel IV, genomförde vi en genom-täckande 
sållningsundersökning med hjälp av ett CRISPRi-bibliotek och identifierade viktiga 
måltavlor för att förbättra produktsyntes, produkttolerans och tillväxt. Vi demon-
strerar också experimentellt några av strategierna som upptäcktes i Artikel I. 
Denna avhandling förslår att tillväxtarrest är den mest lovande strategin för att max-
imera solljus-till-produkteffektiviteten och hävdar att systembiologiska verktyg 
kommer att behövas för att identifiera och hantera återstående genetisk instabilitet. 
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Popular Scientific Summary 

 

With the environmental crisis looming in what constitutes the biggest threat to man-
kind to date, rapid solutions need to be formulated. In particular, there is now an 
urgent need to find sustainable alternatives to our petroleum-based society. In order 
to achieve a smooth transition with a minimal impact on our life quality, our current 
economic model needs to be readapted to include renewable technologies rather 
than creating a whole new model. As a result, a bio-based economy model has been 
formulated as a way to mimic the current petroleum-based system centered on the 
transformation of biomass instead. In a bio-based economy, microorganisms such 
as bacteria have a tremendous role to play as tiny cellular factories converting re-
newable feedstocks to various biofuel and biochemicals necessary for our society. 

 

Among promising microorganisms, cyanobacteria are of particular interest with 
their ability to directly assimilate carbon dioxide (CO2) using the energy from the 
sun. It can be grown on non-arable lands and other area where food crops cannot. 
One major issue associated with cyanobacteria production is their low solar-to-prod-
uct efficiency, which is the amount of the sunlight energy that is used to synthesize 
the final product. There are multiple reasons for such a low conversion efficiency. 
First, the metabolism is not optimized to produce a large amount of product. Sec-
ondly, light is shaded throughout the cultures meaning that it not equally distributed 
and is a limiting factor in high cellular densities. In this thesis, metabolic engineering 
strategies are presented to optimize cellular production while inhibition of biomass 
formation allows to control cellular density, achieve more efficient light utilization 
and decrease the light shading effect. While we improve the production of the chem-
icals isoprene, ethanol, butanol and lactate, this thesis provides general designs to 
improve product formation. 

 



 VIII 

In Paper I, we use a mathematical model of the cyanobacteria metabolism to find 
genetic engineering targets to improve product synthesis. Our findings show the im-
portance of balancing the intracellular ratio of the metabolites ATP and NADPH, two 
major central metabolites necessary to many metabolic reactions. In Paper II, we 
further use the same model to derive strategies to increase the production of isoprene 
and experimentally validate those strategies. In Paper III, we develop a system to 
efficiently control the cellular density and reduce light shading while increasing 
product synthesis. In order to arrest growth, we use the CRISPRi system, a useful 
repression tool that allows repression of a specific gene. In Paper IV, we create a 
CRISPRi library, where 10,000 mutants, each targeting one particular gene is grown 
in different conditions. Mutants with interesting specificities are then selected. 

 

This work shows the importance to balance intracellular metabolites to achieve im-
proved production. On a long term, biomass repression will be needed to achieve 
maximal solar-to-product efficiencies. 
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Thesis Outline 

This thesis describes the efforts to develop cyanobacteria as a microbial cell factory 
using the model organism Synechocystis. This thesis identifies different avenues for 
continuation. Chapter 1-4 provides a general background and identifies limitations 
in cyanobacteria productivity that leads to this work. Chapter 5 discusses the main 
findings of this thesis and how it addresses those limitations. 

 

Chapter 1 aims to provide a broad introduction detailing the global environmental 
challenges that lead to the writing of this thesis. The concept of a bio-based economy 
is introduced, and comparisons with our current petroleum-based society are drawn. 

Chapter 2 discusses how microbial cell factories could integrate into a bio-based 
economy. A general introduction is given on cellular metabolism. The model micro-
bial cell factory Synechocystis, a bacterium capable of biosynthesis, is presented. 
Limitations to economical production of chemicals from cyanobacteria are dis-
cussed. 

Chapter 3 describes the engineering methods that can be performed on microbial 
cell factories to improve production. This chapter introduces the difficulties to engi-
neer the metabolism and highlights alternatives to overcome them. 

Chapter 4 describes the genetic engineering tools that are required to apply the 
above methods. In particular, the CRISPRi tool used in this study is descibed. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the different papers attached to this thesis and reflects on 
their contributions in addressing the identified limitations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Our consumerism is taking its toll on our planet. Since the Industrial Revolution in 
the 18th century, carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) have been 
increasingly released in our atmosphere1. In addition, trees, which are major atmos-
pheric CO2 sinks, have been subject to massive deforestation in the past centuries. It 
is estimated that the number of trees globally has fallen by half since the start of 
human civilization2. The result is an accumulation of GHGs in levels far above natu-
ral variations observed every hundreds of thousands of years (Fig. 1). More sun heat 
is trapped in our atmosphere and the global average temperature is rising in a pro-
cess commonly referred to as global warming. To make the situation worse, we are 
more wasteful. For example, it was estimated that 79% (5000 million metric tons) of 
all plastic produced until 2015 ended up in landfills or in natural environment3. The 
resulting list of consequences is long and the effects global, including loss of biodi-
versity, rising levels of water, acidification of the oceans, desertification and increase 
in climate refugees to cite a few1,4. There is an urgent need for a radical societal and 
technological change.  
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Figure 1. CO2 content in the atmosphere. Data plotted from Ref. 5 under the terms of the 
Creative Commons CC-BY license. 

 

The transition towards a more sustainable society as well as the environmental con-
sequences and causes themselves have been debated for many decades. Negative ef-
fects of CO2 emissions have been documented as early as the 1950s by oil companies. 
Readers are referred to an excellent article in the New York Times investigating the 
long battle for environmental awareness and the associated political inaction6. At the 
core of the problem lies the intrinsic interdependence between our petroleum-based 
society and economic growth, driver of political action as ultimate societal metric. 
That dependency is such that the barrel price is often regarded as a primary eco-
nomic indicator. At the time of writing, in the midst of the coronavirus crisis, the 
barrel price reached negative value for the first time in history amid a global eco-
nomic recession. Quite revealing to our petroleum dependence, it is more costly to 
shut-down the whole petroleum production than to produce for free.  

 

The short-term solution is instead to shift gradually our current system to a more 
sustainable one while maintaining an economic growth. Ironically, constant growth 
with finite resources is a paradoxical promise given our current system and can only 
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be achieved in a sustainable setting. In this chapter, an alternate and more sustain-
able system is discussed with a strong focus on biotechnological developments. 

 

1.1 Bio-based economy 

 

International initiatives have set guidelines to shape a more sustainable society. The 
Paris agreement sets an upper limit end-goal in global warming of 2°C7. Although 
not legally binding, it was ratified by the vast majority of countries in the world re-
flecting the global necessity to act. The United Nations sustainable development 
goals (SDGs) provide a wider framework to reach these objectives and acknowledge 
that a transition to a more sustainable society is part of a broader societal strategy 
(Fig. 2). We cannot separate sustainable goals from other indicators such as poverty, 
food safety, health and equality8,9. Nor can we transition to a more sustainable sys-
tem individually. Therefore, efforts to efficiently tackle global warming would prob-
ably involve a deeper reform of the society and a broader questioning of our eco-
nomic system together with the public and private sectors globally10. 

Figure 2. United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Reproduced from Ref. 8 

according to the United Nations copyright guidelines. 
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In our current petroleum-based society, the economy is centered on the transfor-
mation of petroleum to diverse chemicals and energy. This forms the backbone of 
our industry and supports all sectors of our society. However, such a system repre-
sents a linear transformation of resources to waste, which is hardly compatible with 
SDGs. Instead, the concept of a bio-based economy has started to gain interest as 
potential alternative9–11. A bio-based economy is circular, and by extension sustain-
able. The economy is centered on biomass and its transformation. It implies that the 
carbon fluxes go through different states and that it is always possible to return to an 
initial state. Biomass is harvested, transformed, consumed, discarded and recycled, 
forming a loop that is powered by sunlight. This is in contrast to a petroleum-based 
society where the linear transformation of carbon flows ends up in a net accumula-
tion of end-life compounds with no possible re-integration into the production sys-
tem. In contrast, many sustainable cycles exist in Nature to balance different natural 
processes, including global water, carbon and nitrogen balance. As a result, a more 
sustainable society should aim to mimic what already works in Nature. In particular, 
waste products should be better revalorized into the production system (Fig. 3).  

 

Figure 3. Fossil based and bio-based economy. Inspired and adapted from Ref. 12 with 
approval from the author. 
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Changing a system that has evolved in complexity and efficiency over many decades 
is not an easy task. Neither is such a transformation at a global scale when embedded 
with poverty and other increasing inequalities. A successful transformation will hap-
pen gradually. For instance, taking advantage of the current infrastructure would 
allow an easier and faster transition to a more sustainable system. Bio-based pro-
duction should therefore aim to mimic the petroleum industry with the only differ-
ences being the usage of a renewable feedstock (substrate) and the re-incorporation 
of waste into this feedstock. Like the petroleum-based counterpart, a bio-based so-
ciety should provide biochemicals and energy in the form of biofuels. When possible, 
biochemicals should be similar to petroleum-based platform chemical. When not 
possible, more sustainable alternatives should be considered. Disposing of waste in 
landfills is the last option to consider. While the concept of a bio-based society is 
broad and involve different disciplines such as green chemistry or mechanical engi-
neering, the following gives a biotechnological perspective, where microorganisms 
such as bacteria are used for sustainable production. 

 

1.2 Biofuels produced by microorganisms 

 

The majority of petroleum produced today is used for transportation. The United 
States Department of Energy estimated that about 70% of petroleum is used for 
transportation, and 45% for motor gasoline13. While electricity has been touted as a 
potential sustainable alternative to power cars (assuming that the electrical produc-
tion is indeed sustainable), it cannot be used for engines needing more thrust such 
as trucks, boats or planes. In addition, long-term energy storage is more convenient 
as energy-dense liquids, such as biofuel, than as electricity. Therefore, analysts pre-
dict that both electricity and biofuel will be increasingly required in tandem1. In this 
section, a developmental perspective of biofuel is discussed as well as the current 
status. 

 

The concept of biofuel is not new. In fact, the first combustion engines developed at 
the end of the 19th century were powered with biofuel. It is with the development of 
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cheap petroleum production that biofuel production was abandoned14. Production 
of biofuel or more generally biochemicals can be achieved by microorganisms and is 
segmented into four different generations (1G-4G) based on the process and feed-
stocks. The technology level of readiness (TLR) also greatly differs. First generation 
(1G) biofuel is typically ethanol produced by fermentation of sugar by yeast. Com-
mercial production includes bioethanol and biodiesel15. Brazil is the main bioethanol 
producer using sugarcane as feedstock (see 1.3.1 Ethanol), while the US is the main 
biodiesel producer using soybean and corn oil16. Yet there are major concerns re-
garding water usage, deforestation and competition with food production17,18. To 
tackle these issues, 2G biofuels aim to use non-edible biomass as feedstocks such as 
forest residue, wood process waste or organic portion of food municipal waste. The 
main difficulty is breaking down the lignocellulosic content (stiff portion) of such 
feedstock. While the TLR of this process is not as advanced as for the 1G biofuels, 
some 2G technologies have emerged over the past few years19. In Sweden for in-
stance, SEKAB is operating a demonstration plant producing 2G bioethanol from 
waste generated from the pulp and paper industry.  

 

In contrast, 3G and 4G biofuels stand apart from 1G and 2G biofuels both in the 
underlying process and economic viability. With 1G and 2G involving conversion of 
renewable feedstocks in a two-steps process (first the plants fix CO2, then the plant 
biomass is fermented to biofuel), 3G and 4G use a one-step conversion of CO2 to 
biofuel, typically using photosynthetic microorganisms such as cyanobacteria or al-
gae18. There is often a distinction in literature between 3G and 4G, but there are so 
similar that they could in fact be considered as one. In literature, 4G biofuel produc-
tion further stands out with engineering and optimization of the microorganism. In 
contrast to the previous generations, 3G and 4G biofuel production is experiencing 
economic difficulties. The high energy input that is required to grow algae, such as 
mixing or temperature control, negatively affects the overall economic viability of 
the process18.  In addition, technical difficulties such as low production, slow growth 
or light shading are still topics of research and are highlighted in this thesis. As of 
writing, two previously promising companies in the field, Joule and Algenol, have 
either shut down or re-oriented their business strategy away from production of 
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bioethanol and towards higher value products. Future generation of biofuel produc-
tion might further build on direct CO2 conversion to product. Paper III presents a 
novel strategy for production of the biofuel butanol in Synechocystis. 

 

1.3 Biochemicals produced by microorganisms 

 

In a bio-based economy, biochemicals represent a sustainable alternative to petro-
chemicals, which denote all chemicals not used as fuel derived from petroleum-
based feedstocks (crude oil or natural gas). Today, petrochemicals are all around us 
and fulfill a vast range of important functions at the core of multiple industries.  In 
their 2018 report, the International Energy Agency (IEA) shed light on the lack of 
attention petrochemicals were receiving in the energy policy debate as they are esti-
mated to be the key driver of petroleum-based feedstocks demand from 2030 on20.  

 

The petrochemical industry structure is centered on the production of a few primary 
petrochemicals, which are used as starting points for synthesis of larger and more 
complex compounds. Primary petrochemicals are mainly obtained through a process 
called cracking where petroleum-based feedstocks are heated to break down long 
hydrocarbon chains into simpler molecules. Intermediates fall into three different 
structural categories. Olefins (or alkenes) are short unsaturated hydrocarbon (car-
bon chain length C2-C5). The main olefins are ethylene and propylene, with an esti-
mated yearly production of 170 and 120 million metric tons (Mt) in 2018, respec-
tively21. Aromatic petrochemicals are cyclic hydrocarbons (C6). They include ben-
zene, toluene and xylene isomers (also referred to as BTX) with a probable annual 
production around 100 Mt. Finally, synthesis gas (SynGas) is a mixture of hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and some methane. Methanol and ammonia are 
the two main products of SynGas.  

 

Primary petrochemicals are then used as building blocks to make more complex 
compounds. They can be assembled to form polymers like plastics or rubber. For 
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instance, ethylene is used to make the polymer polyethylene, which accounts for the 
biggest share of plastics made22. These downstream processes have been optimized 
over many decades and we already possess much of the infrastructure to transform 
these primary petrochemicals. Therefore, a smooth transition to a bio-based econ-
omy would aim to keep that part while closing the loop with renewable feedstocks. 
Similar to the petroleum-based economy, a bio-based economy would be centered 
on few platform biochemicals obtained from renewable feedstocks and current in-
frastructure could be used as much as possible.  

 

Alternative platform biochemicals should be chosen when identical replacements are 
either too expensive to be produced from renewable feedstocks23 or if they are not 
disposable at end-life. This is the case with current plastics, which are not biode-
gradable and end up in the environment with dramatic consequences24. The follow-
ing gives some examples of commercialized bio-based production. In particular, I 
cover compounds that are close to the central metabolism of microbes, and which 
have a stronger research background. An excellent review from 2016 covers a more 
exhaustive list25.   

 

1.3.1 Ethanol 

 

Biofuel is probably what comes in mind when production of ethanol from renewable 
feedstocks is presented (see 1.2 Biofuels). However, ethanol is also a very good ver-
satile platform chemical due to the reactivity of its hydroxyl group. For instance, it 
can be esterified to acetic or lactic acid (see 1.3.2 Lactic acid) or dehydrated to 
ethylene and can be further converted to propylene. Because ethylene and propylene 
are the two major petrochemicals, there is a growing interest to develop a bio-based 
production route. In 2010, the Brazilian company Braskem launched the first bio-
based ethylene commercial-scale plant with an annual production of 200’000 t eth-
ylene from sugarcane bioethanol. When it comes to bio-based production, ethanol 
can be made through fermentation (1G ethanol) where microorganisms naturally 
produce ethanol from sugars in a process used as early as 13’000 years ago26. Ethanol 
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production is mainly 1st generation, where crops are used as feedstocks. Globally, 
about 29 billion gallons (87 Mt) bioethanol are produced annually, with the US and 
Brazil accounting for 85% of the global production in 201927. Ethanol produced by 
fermentation of sugar is so widespread that it is added to 10% by volume of nearly 
all gasoline sold in the United States. In 2018, the US company Lanzatech launched 
a commercial-scale, 4G ethanol plant annually producing 46’000 t ethanol from CO2 
from industrial waste flue gas using the organism Clostridia. While bioethanol pro-
duction scales much lower than petrochemicals production, they represent to date 
the most developed bio-based process and hold great promises as major platform 
biochemical in a short-term future. Paper III shows an example of engineering 
strategies for improved ethanol production in cyanobacteria.  

 

1.3.2 Lactic acid 

 

Similar to ethanol, lactic acid (or lactate) is also a versatile compound and used in 
many different industries28. In the food industry, it serves as food preservative and 
acidulant. It can be polymerized into polylacticacid (PLA), a biodegradable plastic. 
It can also be transformed into other commodity chemicals like acrylic acid through 
dehydration and 1,2-propanediol through reduction. Acrylic acid can be used to 
make polyacrylate polymers which are used in a vast variety of applications, includ-
ing coatings, paints, adhesives, detergents, absorbing agents and flocculants. In 
2010, the production of acrylic acid and its ester derivatives was 4 Mt each, mainly 
from petroleum-based propylene29. From an economic perspective, bio-based acrylic 
acid production was found to be promising compared to the petroleum-based 
route23.  

 

The metabolic route to lactic acid is very similar to ethanol, as both are derived from 
the central metabolite pyruvate. Lactic acid is also a fermentative product close to 
the central metabolism and therefore made by most organisms to different extents. 
Most notably, lactic acid bacteria have historically been used as lactate producers in 
the food industry. For 4000 years, they have been used in yoghurt fabrication. In 
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laboratory settings, optimized lactic acid production has been engineered in Rhizo-
pus Oryzae and Coronobacterium glutamicum30. The Dutch company Corbion (for-
merly CSM) is a leader in lactate production. In 2018, it opened a factory in Thailand 
where 100’000 t of lactic acid can be made from sugarcane fermentation each year. 
In a joint venture with French oil company TOTAL, they further convert lactate into 
the biodegradable plastic PLA, with an annual production of 75´000 t. Paper IV 
shows an example of engineering strategies for improved lactic acid production in 
cyanobacteria.  

 

1.3.3 1,3-Propanediol 

 

Bio-based production of 1,3-propanediol is a success story. Pioneered by the joint 
venture DuPont and Tate-Lyle since the year 2000, the annual production is believed 
to be around 15’000 t 1,3-propanediol from plant-based feedstocks31. In their pro-
cess, they mainly commercialize it for the higher value cosmetics, flavors and fibers 
markets. However, 1,3-propanediol can be further processed into a wider variety of 
compounds such as detergents, resins or polymerized into the polyester PTT, which 
can in turn be used as plastics, films and coatings32. 

 

1.3.4 Succinic acid 

 

Succinic acid gained considerable interest a few years ago as a promising platform 
biochemical due to its versatility and properties. Its dicarboxylic acid structure is 
particularly interesting for production of polyamides with advanced properties30. 
Succinic acid can also easily be transformed into the commodity platform chemical 
1,4-butanediol, whose bio-based production is economically viable23.  Since 2014, 
Corbion has formed a joint venture with German chemical company BASF to annu-
ally produce 10’000 t succinic acid using the naturally producing bacterium Basfia 
succiniciproducens33. However, despite promising debuts, the interest has cooled 
and the few companies that aimed to produced bio-based succinic acid were forced 
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to cease operations. In 2018, BioAmber which aimed to produce 35’000 t bio-based 
succinic acid per year filed for bankruptcy, denoting the general challenge to make 
bio-based processes competitive.  
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2. Microbial Cell Factories 

 

While the current representation of a bio-based economy relies on the chemical 
transformation of biomass, future prospects will integrate biochemical conversion 
using microbes. In this context, microbes are considered as cell factories (Microbial 
cell factories, MCF). Similar to regular factories, their goal is an efficient transfor-
mation of a feedstock (substrate) into a manufactured good (product). In Chapter 
1, some bioprocesses involving microbial production were presented, offering a 
glimpse of what microbial metabolism can offer34,35. In theory, most organic com-
pounds can be made within the repertoire of biology.  

 

There are two different approaches to build MCFs. A top-down approach, which is 
employed in this thesis, relies on the addition and removal of metabolic capabilities 
to/from microorganisms. A bottom-up approach instead aims to build specialized 
biological systems from scratch36. Both approaches rely on metabolic engineering 
methods (more in Chapter 3) and synthetic biology tools (more in Chapter 4)37. 
In this section, common MCFs are presented as well as technical concepts related to 
growth and production of MCFs. A specific focus is given on the cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis PCC 6803, the MCF used in this thesis. 

 

2.1 Microbial cell factories can have different metabolic modes 

 

MCFs can be either prokaryotes or eukaryotes, but mostly consist of unicellular or-
ganisms. With regard to the metabolism, they fall into distinctive classes. Common 
to all categories is the requirement of a carbon and an electron source38. The electron 
source is used to power the processing of the carbon source through the central me-
tabolism, using cofactor metabolites. The most important cofactors are the energy 
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carrier adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and the electron carrier nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NADH) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) 
and their respective inactive forms ADP, NAD+ and NADP+. The carbon source is 
processed into a limited set of 12 metabolic precursors, from which all cellular com-
ponents can be synthesized39. Metabolisms are classified depending on the type of 
carbon and electron sources fed. Autotrophs use CO2 as carbon source, while hetero-
trophs use other forms of organic carbon. Further distinctions apply on the electron 
source. Autotrophs using light as an electron source are referred to as photoauto-
trophs, whereas chemolithoautotrophs use other metals as electron sources38. Re-
markably, the core central metabolism is rather conserved and modular within and 
across each metabolism type40,41. For instance, heterotrophs can use the Entner-
Doudoroff pathway, the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway or both path-
ways at the same time42. Some autotrophs like cyanobacteria have a carbon fixation 
module embedded in an EMP pathway and can perform autotrophy, heterotrophy 
or mixotrophy. In a photoheterotrophic mode, an organic compound is used as 
unique carbon source, using the energy from light. 

 

2.1.1 Heterotrophy 

 

Historically, heterotrophs have been better characterized and utilized in a wide range 
of processes, including beer brewing, bakery or in dairy products due to the relative 
facility in cultivating them. Their carbon source also acts as electron source. The 
prevalent central metabolism is the Entner-Doudoroff and the EMP pathway. Both 
pathways are similar in the sense that they can be decomposed in two parts. In a 
preparatory phase, energy, in the form of NADH and/or ATP, is invested to process 
the carbon source. In a payoff phase, the carbon intermediates are further oxidized 
into cellular precursors while harvesting energy39. 

 

The most notable bacterial MCF used in research is Escherichia coli (E. coli), mainly 
for historical reasons. From its discovery in 1884 by Austrian-German microbiolo-
gist Theodor Escherich43, it quickly became a model organism thanks to its 
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versatility, robustness and rapid growth44. Extensive resources are available, facili-
tating further engineering attempts45,46. As a result, E. coli has been used to develop 
synthetic biology tools and used as proof of concept for introduction of heterologous 
production pathways47,48. Similarly to E. coli, the baker yeast Saccharomyces cere-
visiae (S. cerevisiae) has an even longer historical usage, with early evidence of do-
mestication as early as 9000 year ago in China49,50. Among eukaryotes, S. cerevisiae 
was the first organism to have its whole genome sequenced51 and is a model organ-
ism for studying many biological functions52. It has also been an organism of choice 
for the production of terpenes thanks to its natural metabolic capabilities to produce 
a wide range of terpene precursors using the mevalonate pathway53,54. 

 

Other notable MCFs include bacterial Clostridium species for their unique ABE fer-
mentation pathway naturally secreting acetone, butanol and ethanol (see 1.3.1 Eth-
anol for industrial applications55), the fungi Aspergillus niger for production of en-
zymes, organic acids and recombinant proteins56, the bacterium Bacilus subtilis for 
production of antibiotics, vitamins and enzymes57, the bacterium Lactococcus lactis 
for lactate production58 (see 1.3.2 Lactic acid), the bacterium Corynobacterium 
glutamicum for production amino acids, ethanol and lactate59, and the bacterium 
Basfia succiniciproducens for succinate production33 (see 1.3.4 Succinic acid). In 
a more medical perspective, Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO cells) are used to 
make therapeutics proteins thanks to their protein glycosylation machinery that is 
similar to human cells60.  

 

2.1.2 Autotrophy 

 

Autotrophic production holds great promise for the next-generation production of 
biochemicals and biofuels (see 1.2 Biofuels). Autotrophs mainly use CO2 as carbon 
source but due to the very oxidized nature of this substrate, electrons required for its 
processing need to be harvested from somewhere else. Autotrophs that use energy 
from sunlight, electricity, or electricity-derived chemicals (such as H2 generated 
from electrolysis of water), can be assessed in terms of total solar energy-to-product 
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energy conversion efficiency. In general, the solar-to-product energy conversion ef-
ficiency is attractive when compared with heterotrophic production systems. Photo-
autotrophs convert between 0.1% to 10% of solar energy into products61. Chemo-
lithoautotrophs can use hydrogen obtained from electrocatalysis as electron donor62. 
When powered with solar panels, their solar-to-product energy conversion could in-
crease to more than 7%63. Photovoltaics is developing fast with decreasing costs to 
manufacture more efficient solar panels. Altogether, there is a good potential to in-
crease the solar-to-product energy conversion efficiency and make the process eco-
nomically competitive. For example, since the 17% solar panel conversion efficiency 
reported in Claassens et al. in 2016, the Swiss start-up Insolight claim a 29% effi-
ciency64. While chemolithoautrophic production hold good promises for the future, 
studies are more limited than for photoautotrophs. 

 

There are two main types of photoautotrophic MCFs; microalgae and cyanobacteria. 
While microalgae are interesting producers with a lipid accumulation up to 80% of 
their total dry weight, they require expensive cellular break-down and down-stream 
treatment65,66. In contrast, cyanobacteria can produce drop-in biochemicals without 
compromising cellular integrity and many tools developed in E. coli can be trans-
lated to this MCF67. Compared to heterotrophs, autotrophs suffer from low maximal 
growth rates.  

 

Cyanobacteria are ancient photosynthetic bacteria also referred to as blue-green al-
gae. Fossils of cyanobacteria are among the oldest currently known fossils with a 
probable origin more than 3 billion years (Ga) ago. Between 2.7 and 2.5 Ga ago, cy-
anobacteria were involved in the Great Oxygenation Event where they played an es-
sential role in the transformation of an atmosphere saturated in CO2 into the breath-
able atmosphere we have today68. Their contribution to our environment does not 
stop here. Cyanobacteria are the progenitors of the chloroplasts that are found in 
algae and higher plants. Their photosynthesis capabilities were taken up by plants, 
first in a form of symbiosis that gradually became the chloroplasts, part of the plant 
cellular make-up, hence the green color69. 
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Figure 4. Overview of the metabolism of cyanobacteria. In green, proteins involved in pho-
tosynthesis; in blue are proteins involved in cyclic electron flows; in yellow, proteins per-
forming oxygen reduction (respiration); in red, the ATP synthase. For the abbreviations, the 
reader is referred to the main text. Note some discrepancy with the figure shown in section 
5.1 (Paper I) due to new evidence showing the involvement of ferredoxin instead of NADPH 
in the NDH1 complex70. 
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The metabolism of cyanobacteria can be conceptually divided into two parts con-
nected by the cofactor metabolites ATP, NADPH and to a less important extent 
NADH71 (Fig. 4). The “light reactions” are responsible for harvesting light energy and 
converting it into cofactors, while the “dark reactions” use cofactors to drive CO2 fix-
ation in the Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle (CBB cycle)72,73. The light reactions are 
composed of linear and cyclic electron flows74. In the linear electron flow, light is 
captured using light harvesting complexes (LHCs), looking like long antennae pro-
teins composed of chromaphores proteins and chlorophyll a. The LHCs transfer en-
ergy to the reaction center (a specially placed chlorophyll) of photosystem II (PSII)72. 
PSII is embedded in the thylakoid membrane, an internal cellular membrane where 
photosynthesis occurs. Excitation of the chlorophyll embedded in PSII causes exci-
tation of an electron, which is then transferred to a nearby quinone. To “refill” the 
electron lost, water (H2O) is split and oxidized into oxygen (O2) releasing electrons 
in the process. The excited electrons are then transported throughout the thylakoid 
membrane using the carrier molecule plastoquinone (PQ) and through the luminal 
side of the thylakoid membrane using either (but mostly) the carrier protein plasto-
cyanin (PC) or the carrier protein cytochrome c674,75. Throughout the transport, pro-
tons are released in the lumen forming a proton gradient across the membrane that 
is ultimately used to synthesize ATP. At the end of linear electron flow, electrons are 
incorporated on NADP+ to form NADPH via ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase 
(FNOR)74. Cyclic electron flows (CEFs) provide other entry points for electrons along 
the linear electron flow and include, but are not limited to, the NDH1 complex, the 
ferredoxin:plastoquinone reductase (FQR) and possibly NDH276–78.  

 

While the ratio of ATP to NADPH (called ATP/NADPH ratio throughout this thesis) 
generated by the linear electron flow reactions is somewhat rigid, CEF modulates 
this ratio as a response of the varying metabolic demand of the cell by using electrons 
to generated a proton motive force, prioritizing ATP formation over NADPH. Vari-
ous terminal oxidases also modulate the ATP/NADPH ratio by consuming generated 
NADPH or preventing NADPH from being formed at all79. The amount of ATP and 
reduced PQ generated in the thylakoids can be thought of a “source” and the meta-
bolic demand of the cell, that is the availability of precursors for biomass formation, 
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thought of as a “sink”. The balance between source and sink is an important compo-
nent for efficient photosynthesis-carbon fixation balance and an important engi-
neering target79–81. In Paper I, we show in silico that product formation can be en-
hanced as a way to re-balance the ATP/NADPH ratio after alteration of CEFs. In 
Paper IV, we further demonstrate that experimentally. In Paper III, we experi-
mentally show that modulation of the sink has an effect on carbon fixation hinting 
at a suboptimal source-sink balance in non-engineered strains.  

 

The current limitations to develop cyanobacteria as MCFs reside in their low solar-
to-product energy conversion efficiencies (between 1% to 10%)61,82. By breaking 
down the total efficiencies loss into its composite stages, we can identify possibilities 
for engineering improvement (Fig. 5)61. Assuming the 100% mark to be the incident 
light reaching the cultures, already more than 50% of conversion efficiency is lost 
because chlorophyll a only absorbs wavelength up to 700 nm61. Addition of other 
chlorophyll types such as chlorophyll d or f has been proposed as a way to extend 
light absorbance capabilities, but the integration of biosynthesis pathways, and the 
balance between binding affinities of chlorophyll a and far-red chlorophylls is diffi-
cult to achieve83. Another possibility could be the use of artificial light with a wave-
length optimized for oxygenic photosynthesis (or filtration of light with use of special 
plastic), but such a reactor setup would increase the costs of the process84,85. At the 
cellular level, cyanobacteria tend to be greedy organisms as they absorb more light 
than they actually use for metabolism, the rest being dissipated as heat86. In a pho-
tobioreactor with poor mixing or when cellular density gets to dense, this leads to 
fluctuating metabolic activities in the population. Cells far from the light source get 
too little light due to cell-cell shading. Conversely, cells on the edge of the reactors 
may receive too much light, leading to photoinhibition86. Overall, already between 
20% to 80% of conversion efficiency can be lost due to poor light distribution and 
quality across the population. Solutions to overcome this problem include design of 
photobioreactors with better light permeability through the cultures while other ef-
forts have aimed at decreasing the length of LHC to reduce cell-cell shading87. In 
Paper III, we propose a control of cellular density to allow better light penetration 
through the culture (more in 3.3 Growth-arrest). Another important conversion 
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efficiency factor that could be improved is the photosynthesis process. This can be 
improved by selecting photoautotrophs with increased maximal growth rates and 
growing at higher light intensities. In Paper IV, we found engineering targets for 
improvement of the maximal growth rate in Synechocystis by targeting part of the 
photosynthesis machinery. Another promising solution is the discovery and devel-
opment of novel autotrophs with growth rates close to heterotrophs88,89. Finally, the 
last layer of possible improvement is at the level of the metabolism where most car-
bon goes into biomass formation rather than for production. The metabolism can be 
engineered to increase carbon partitioning to product (more in Chapter 3: Meta-
bolic Engineering). While controlling cellular density in Paper III, we also 
achieved an effective carbon rerouting to the product pathway.  

 

 

Figure 5. Sunlight-to-product conversion efficiencies for each step in an algal or cyanobac-
terial production process. These steps occur at different scales. For example, “Efficiency of 
photosynthesis” step involves molecular mechanisms of photosystems; and harvesting at a 
larger scale. This thesis proposes strategies to reduce efficiency losses related to light distri-
bution step (via growth arrest of cells) and light utilization/biosynthesis and maintenance 
steps (via metabolic flux alterations). Reproduced from Ref. 61 under the Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 
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2.2 Cultivating microbial cell factories and how their metabolism 
changes 

 

Microbial and in particular bacterial physiology has been studied since the end of the 
19th century and cultivations methods are now well established46. The simplest cul-
tivation method is the batch mode where microorganisms are left in a closed vessel 
with a carbon source and other necessary nutrients they need. Temperature is main-
tained and mixing ensures homogenous conditions within the vessel. This method 
has been the historical choice of cultivation to study growth dynamics. In such con-
ditions, the microorganism usually adopt three different growth phases with distinc-
tive genome-wide physiologies90,91. At the start of the cultivation, microorganisms 
start in a lag phase, an adaptation period where the cells prepare for cellular division 
with a low growth rate92. Then follows the logarithmic phase (log phase) where cells 
undergo exponential growth to a maximal growth rate with a high metabolic activ-
ity91. At higher cellular densities, when nutrients become scarce or when mixing be-
comes less efficient (so that gas transfer is limited), cells enter a stationary phase 
with an almost dormant metabolic activity resulting in a dramatic decrease in the 
growth rate93.  

 

With the exception of secondary metabolites produced in stationary phases in Strep-
tomyces or Aspergillus species, most industrial applications focus on the log phase 
due to high metabolic activity resulting in a higher productivity. While there is inter-
est to improve microbial cell factory growth rates or production capabilities, other 
cultivation methods besides batch growth aim to prolong metabolic activity of the 
log phase. For instance, continuous cultivation processes aim to achieve that by ar-
tificially maintaining the cell population in a log phase94. In most cases, this can be 
done using a chemostat process. In this type of process, the vessel is not enclosed 
and there is an equal flow going in and out of the vessel ensuring no volume expan-
sion. The inflow carries the media, including the carbon source and the outflow di-
lutes the cell cultures to ensure homeostasis94. An increase in the flow leads to an 
increase of nutrient and, as Monod pointed out, an increase in growth rate95. In a 
chemostat, the flow rate of nutrient into the cultivation will set the growth rate of the 
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microorganism, and thus metabolic activity of the cells are controlled for long peri-
ods of time (weeks). For photoautotrophs, a chemostat process is difficult to achieve 
due to the nature of the energy source; addition of light does not come with an inflow 
of new media or dilution of old media. Instead, a turbidostat process is employed 
with a control on the cellular density rather than the growth rate. When the cells 
grow above a certain density threshold, cultures are diluted. By controlling the cel-
lular density/light ratio, cells can be maintained in a log phase at the desire growth 
rate96. In Paper IV, we employ such cultivation processes.  

 

In bioprocess engineering, production is quantified using multiple metrics all con-
nected. In this thesis, I mostly refer to specific productivity which denotes the 
amount of product produced normalized by cellular density, often denoted 
mmol/gCDW/h. Volumetric productivities are perhaps a more realistic metric of 
productivity as they denote the total amount produced in mmol/h. Titers denote the 
production concentration obtained and are important for downstream purifications, 
often denoted as mmol/L or mg/L. Finally, the yield represents the efficiency of the 
microbial conversion. In other words, how much of the feedstock ends up in the 
product, denoted as C-mol product/C-mol of substrate94.  This metric is important 
for the economic viability of the process.  
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3. Metabolic Engineering 

 

Metabolic engineering is a discipline that seeks to alter the metabolism of microbial 
cell factories to enhance production of chemicals. The primary tool of metabolic en-
gineering is DNA modification of the sequences of genes, thus changing the kinetic 
properties of their encoded proteins (such as enzymes), the relative abundances of 
proteins in the cell, or their expression profiles; all with the purpose of improved 
productivity of a desired chemical.  Despite a rapid development in the millennium 
with the emergence of tools46 for performing “synthetic biology” (see Chapter 4: 
Synthetic biology), the productivities (and costs) of engineered microbial cell fac-
tories current bio-based productivities and costs are yet no match for petroleum-
based production97,98. This discrepancy, between the desired and the obtained 
productivities is, simply put, due to the complex wiring of the cellular machinery. 
Microbes have evolved over billions of years, and natural selection has selected those 
that are the fittest for survival during environmental stresses and fluctuations. The 
concept of a microbial cell factory performing a very specific task (rapid and exclu-
sive production of a given product) is very much counter-productive for the micro-
organism. This leads to a difficult trade-off where the metabolic engineer needs to 
balance cellular viability with product production (metabolic burden). 

 

Such trade-offs typically occur in resource allocation problems, where a finite num-
ber of resources needs to be spread across different areas of a given system. In biol-
ogy, such problems are a recurring theme both at the cellular99–102 and population103 
levels. Trade-off between engineered and natural objectives can be formulated math-
ematically as a system of equations and inequations (see 3.2 Metabolic model-
ing)104. The cell metabolism can then be graphically represented with two axes, each 
representing an objective (growth, or production of a biochemical). The solution 
space shows all the possible ways the cell can configure its metabolism to meet either 
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of these objectives. The solution space is bounded by the “Pareto front”. A cell oper-
ating its metabolism on the Pareto front cannot increase one of the objectives with-
out sacrificing the other105,106. Such representation is helpful for the engineer to un-
derstand trade-offs and capabilities of a given system. In biology, this is often re-
ferred to as a phenotypic phase plane or phenotype phase where, for a given cellular 
genetic make-up (genotype), all mathematically possible cellular states (phenotypes) 
can be represented104,105. Fig. 6 shows a simplified phenotypic phase plane that will 
serve as common thread throughout this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 6. Cellular and engineering tradeoff. The colored area represents the set of all pos-
sible cellular phenotypes for a given genotype. The gradient denotes the difficulty to engi-
neer the cell to get the selected phenotype. Pareto front is the solid line bounding the solution 
phase. 

 

The x-axis denotes the cellular objective, usually growth, and acts as starting point 
for engineering. Using traditional metabolic engineering, some of this growth can 
be traded with an increase in the engineer objective represented on the y-axis, usu-
ally productivity. In the extreme case where no growth occurs with maximal produc-
tivity, we refer to this productivity as maximal theoretical productivity. In theory, it 
can be reached using growth-arrest strategies. In practice, this corresponds to a dra-
matic rewiring of the cell machinery. In between these poles lie growth-coupled 
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strategies. In contrast to growth-arrest, growth-coupled strategies aim to make use 
of the cellular desire to increase growth to make product production a necessity. It 
requires reshaping the solution space (not shown) with gene deletions given through 
modelling107. 

 

3.1 Traditional metabolic engineering strategies 

 

The emergence of metabolic engineering takes its roots in biochemistry in the early 
1990s with the desire to replicate chemistry capabilities in vivo108. Further develop-
ment of the field have been strongly linked with the development of synthetic biology 
to the point of a strong overlap between these two disciplines37,46,109. As a result, early 
metabolic engineering attempts have heavily borrowed tools from the synthetic bi-
ology and the biochemistry repertoire with a strong focus on engineering at the en-
zyme and pathway-level and little to no consideration to the rest of the metabolism 
(i.e. system-level). Common strategies include tuning of pathway gene dosage, en-
zyme mutagenesis, and to some extent repression or inactivation of competing met-
abolic pathways that may drain precursor metabolites or co-factors needed for pro-
duction of the chemical of interest34,108. Despite some successful examples54,110,111, 
productivities have not yet reached their theoretical maximum. In cyanobacteria, 
early efforts have focused on optimizing the production pathway and removing com-
peting pathways112,113. 

 

Traditional metabolic engineering strategies should not be regarded as a weaker ver-
sion of system-level strategies, as they are needed to create base strains as solid start-
ing points114,115. Engineering the whole metabolism is ultimately limited by the qual-
ity of the production pathway. As a measure this type of strategies has been a success 
with productivities increasing and growth rate decreasing, it has often been followed 
with increased genetic instability110,111. Such outcome is increasingly undesired when 
scaling-up biological processes116. In the growth-coupled section, we present a way 
of solving this genetic instability.   
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3.2 Metabolic modeling 

 

In order to fully realize theoretical productivities from microbial cell factories, the 
metabolic engineer should consider how a gene knockout or insertion would affect 
metabolism on the whole, at the system-level (Fig. 6). The production pathway is an 
integral component of the metabolism network, and any significant increase in pro-
duction would have a global influence on the overall network. Perhaps the best anal-
ogy to represent this effect is to consider a spider web. While a cell would adapt its 
metabolism to different types of environmental stress and condition, a spider adapt 
its web topology likewise. For instance, starved spiders design their web to better 
catch preys, while fed spiders alter their web architecture for better protection 
against predators34. To push the analogy further, pulling one part of the web struc-
ture would induce a shear stress that would propagate on the overall structure of the 
web. Therefore, to successfully engineer a subpart of a system for maximum effect, 
the whole complexity needs to be considered.  

 

To effectively capture such complexity at the system-level, mathematical and com-
putational representations need to be employed. Note that such representations are 
very useful in biology to model sub-parts or whole biological systems with different 
levels of accuracy. From broader to more specialized representations, examples in-
clude coarse-grained models of proteome allocation101, genome-scale modeling of 
the metabolism104, ensemble kinetic modeling of the central metabolism117–119, mod-
eling of transcriptional regulation120 or a combination thereof100,120. In metabolic en-
gineering, perhaps the most common forms of modeling are genome-scale models 
and kinetic models of subparts of the metabolism. Kinetic models require an exten-
sive data on metabolic fluxes of wild-type and mutant microbial strains to confi-
dently search the parameter space of the model118. By contrast, stoichiometric, ge-
nome-scale models (with no kinetic information) are easier to obtain as they neglect 
those unknowns and instead predict metabolic rates based on principles of optimal-
ity. As a result, stoichiometric genome-scale models have been the method of choice 
to guide metabolic engineering34.  
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In this section, different flavors of genome-scale modeling are presented. The first 
example uses modeling to guide metabolic engineering, while the second sub-section 
builds on this concept to design growth-coupled strains, where production is made 
necessary for strain growth. Each subsection is related to cyanobacteria.  

 

3.2.1 Genome-scale metabolic models 

 

Perhaps the most useful mathematical representations in metabolic engineering are 
genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs), where the ensemble of metabolic reactions 
are tabulated and represented as a network of reactions. GEMs are typically repre-
sented in a stoichiometric matrix containing the network topology of the model with 
the addition of boundary conditions denoting reaction directionalities (Fig. 7)121. 
With the development of genome sequencing, metabolic capabilities are either 
known or inferred from interspecies gene homology. More than 500 genome-scale 
reconstructions are now available for organisms across all branches of live122.  

 

Akin to all models, GEMs predictive power is only made possible with some simpli-
fications and approximations of the system it is trying to model as well as constraints 
that delimit the organism capabilities. Missing from these models are reaction kinet-
ics (e.g. enzyme kcat, KM), thermodynamic feasibility of reactions, and various regu-
latory interactions that could affect reaction rate (e.g. allosteric inhibition of an en-
zyme by a different metabolite)121. Given all these simplifications, the model operates 
with a high degree of freedom meaning that multiple solutions (or flux distributions) 
are possible (Fig. 6). This typically occurs in underdetermined linear systems where 
the number of unknown variables (fluxes) is greater than the number of equations.  
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Figure 7. Mathematical modeling. Based on available genome sequencing data, a first draft 
is reconstructed automatically and then manually curated. Curation is performed through 
intensive literature searching, comparison with other organisms and finally model valida-
tion against experimental data. A genome scale model is composed of the metabolic network 
and associated allowed flux range for each reaction. Typically, internal reactions are 
bounded based on reaction reversibility while uptake reaction are bounded with specific up-
take rates. Reproduced from Ref. 123 with the permission of Springer Nature. 

 

Issues with genome-scale models include missing gene-reaction mapping, due to the 
presence of unknown isoenzymes or existence of promiscuous enzyme activity, 
where an enzyme normally catalyzing a given biochemical reaction can exhibit some 
activity towards another reaction. In cyanobacteria, further challenges include mod-
eling of light usage which is more complex than modeling of the rest of the metabo-
lism. Genome-scale models metabolic activity scale linearly with light uptake and fail 
to model inhibition that is observed experimentally when the amount of light per cell 
is high. Alternative electron flows are present in high number in the cell and 
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identification of which are active, and which are not is particularly difficult. Despite 
these issues, there exist few genome-scale models for Synechocystis124,125. 

 

3.2.2 Constraint-based methods allow “solving” of a metabolic model to 
predict cell’s internal reaction rates 

 

To further delimit the solution space, optimization methods such as linear program-
ming have been employed with GEMs in the form of flux balance analysis (FBA)104. 
Typically, the user sets a reaction as objective function to be optimized. FBA then 
estimates intracellular steady-state flux distributions that maximize the objective 
function while respecting the constraints set. Because the system is underdeter-
mined, FBA returns one possible optimal flux distribution out of many. To account 
for such flexibility in the metabolism, flux variability analysis (FVA) has been em-
ployed to infer a mathematically feasible range for each reaction. To return realistic 
flux distributions, an objective function that suits the organism natural goal must be 
chosen. Common choices include artificial reactions that account for growth or more 
generally cellular viability126. Complementary to FBA, minimization of metabolic ad-
justment (MOMA) does not use an objective function, but instead minimizes devia-
tions from wild-type fluxes to predict immediate flux distributions after a network 
perturbation127. When performing constraint-based analysis, the user must therefore 
choose the optimization method with MOMA a short-term prediction and FBA more 
of a long-term prediction. 

 

The predictive power of constraint-based methods can also be used in strain design. 
Gene knock-down, knock-out and overexpression can be quickly assessed by con-
straining the respective reaction boundaries of the GEM (e.g. a reaction where the 
gene has been knocked out is set to a rate of 0). Such in silico manipulations can be 
further generalized and automated using algorithms to search the solution space for 
improved production phenotypes107,128,129. For instance, the OptGene algorithm em-
ployed in Paper I can search for improved production phenotypes by iteratively 
producing and testing a combination of mutant populations to find mutants with 
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desired productivities129. In Paper II, we employed a reverse methodology where 
flux is artificially forced through the production pathway and the resulting flux var-
iabilities are compared to wild-type fluxes range using FVA. Reactions that signifi-
cantly differ are targets for over-expression or down-regulation. A similar method-
ology is employed in other algorithms128,130. In Paper IV, we also compared the re-
liability of predicted essential genes with a genome-wide knock-down library and 
found that 86% of genes identified as essential by FBA were showing some essenti-
ality evidence experimentally. Such a comparison can be useful to further refine ge-
nome-scale models and improve predictions.  

 

Constraint-based methods are now important methods in the metabolic engineering 
toolbox123,131,132 and the applications have further been extended outside metabolic 
engineering. In particular, it is a formidable tool to contextualize an increasing 
amount of biological data from systems biology133. 

 

3.2.3 Coupling growth and chemical productivity (forced production of 
a chemical) 

 

Despite the creation of strains with improved production capabilities, industrial 
scale-up of a microbial production process suffers from strain heterogeneity that oc-
curs due to instability of the engineered strain110,111. Strain instability has been well 
under-documented in literature, and mechanisms linking high production pheno-
types to genetic instability are not well understood yet116,134. What is known is that 
production phenotypes promote the appearance and fixation of unwanted mutations 
within a population. First, at the molecular level, there are direct evidences that 
stressful conditions (such as environmental stresses but also conceivably metabolic 
stress) can trigger genome-wide hypermutation of DNA as a way for the cell to find 
a more robust genetic make-up135. Secondly, at the population level, cells with higher 
production rates have a higher metabolic load and lower growth rate, as represented 
by the trade-off diagram on Figure 6. As a result, high-producing clones are more 
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likely to get quickly outcompeted by mutant strains that no longer produce the com-
pound136.  

Engineering a “growth-product” coupling into the cell metabolism can overcome 
these issues by elegantly linking the cell’s natural thrive for growth to the synthesis 
pathway for the product of interest. In other words, the product becomes an essential 
by-product of growth. When the cell naturally optimizes its metabolism for growth, 
production is co-optimized. A mutation of the product pathway would lead to im-
paired growth of the mutated microorganism, which would lead to a washout of any 
non-producers. To engineer such growth-product coupled strains, the solution space 
must be remodeled in a particular way where the product is an essential part of the 
metabolic network. In the phenotypic phase plane of such a strain, growth-product 
coupling is graphically revealed as a sharp protrusion towards the growth objective 
(Fig. 8). A metabolic state at the tip of this protrusion would be reached after growth 
optimization, the natural cellular objective in laboratory evolution137. Note that 
stronger growth-coupled engineering strategies (interventions) would increase the 
amount of product made, while diminishing the maximal growth rate of the mutant.   

 

 

Figure 8. Growth-coupled solution space. The colored area represents the set of all possible 
cellular phenotypes for a given genotype. The gradient denotes the possibility to further con-
strain the solution space by adding new gene modulations to obtain even stronger growth-
coupled phenotypes. The dashed lines represent the new lower boundaries of stronger 
growth-coupled phenotypes. 
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Due to the complexity of the metabolism, algorithms are employed to simulate gene 
knockouts or “knockins” and their effect on the metabolic space, all while aiming to 
achieve the desired growth-coupling format. The main FBA-based algorithms ful-
filling this transformation are OptKnock107 and OptForce128. The former is a bilevel 
optimization algorithm that finds gene deletions to support growth-coupling of a 
production pathway, while the later further includes over-expressions and down-
regulations. These algorithms usually return growth-coupling strategies that depend 
on cofactor balance, assuming that the production pathway requires cofactors. While 
growing, cells product cofactors that are used as redox and energy carriers to make 
many reactions in the metabolism thermodynamically feasible. The main co-factors 
are NADH, NADPH and ATP and are among the most connected metabolites in the 
metabolic network. This connectivity makes it easier to use these to reshape the so-
lution space genome-wide. The rationale is that a knock-out of reactions that recycle 
cofactors (e.g. replenish NAD by oxidizing NADH) could ensure that the production 
pathway could become the sole pathway for recycling cofactors and thus become nec-
essary to sustain growth (Fig. 9). Growth-coupling phenotypes naturally occurs in 
wild-type populations. For instance, in anaerobic conditions, E. coli naturally pro-
duces growth-coupled fermentation products to recycle co-factors and allow growth 
when the more efficient and oxygen-dependent respiration is not possible.  

 

However, cofactor-based strategies can be quickly mutated resulting in the inversion 
of the growth-coupling phenotype. For instance, the two cofactors NADH and 
NADPH are very similar structurally and mutagenesis studies have shown that few 
point mutations were enough to swap cofactor specificities from one another113,138. 
Therefore, efforts have been made to identify growth-coupled underlying principles 
to find more general strategies139,140. One simple and efficient avenue is the addition 
of anchor reactions in the metabolic networks as bifurcation points between produc-
tion and growth. Jouhten et al. have identified 62 C-C cleaving anchor reactions, 
including the isocitrate lyase or the L-tryptophan indole-lyase. These reactions split 
a metabolic intermediate in two compounds, one leading to a biomass precursor and 
one leading to product. To make the strategy successful, other reactions leading to 
the same biomass precursors would need to be knocked-out (Fig. 9)141. Because these 
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strategies need the addition of anchor reactions in the metabolic network to get 
growth-coupling, they are not considered by earlier algorithms such as OptKnock or 
OptForce. 

While we can theoretically design growth-coupled strategies, the resulting practical 
implementations are rather challenging. The difficulty lies in the rewiring of the 
wild-type metabolic flux distribution steady-state to a mutant steady-state that ful-
fils stability and functionality criteria. There are three questions that must to be ad-
dressed when considering practical implementations. 

 

Figure 9. Cofactor-based and anchor-based growth-coupling strategies. (A) Metabolic net-
work in wild-type cells. (B) Metabolic network with product coupled to biomass formation 
through cofactor balance. (C) Metabolic design with an anchor reaction that splits (and thus 
couples) a precursor into biomass and product (or product precursor).  
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First, constraint-based methods often do not bound (limit) reaction fluxes realisti-
cally, except for substrate uptake rates which may be verified by experiment. This 
leads to an overestimation of the in vivo enzyme flux capacity (i.e. how fast a reaction 
can go) and by extension, an overestimation of the flexibility of the whole metabolic 
network142. For example, in Paper III, we repressed the enzyme pyruvate dehydro-
genase complex in Synechocystis and observed a growth-defect phenotype, even 
though the in silico modeling with a GEM predicted that the native phosphoketolase 
enzyme could rescue such a knock-down or knock-out. The inability of the metabolic 
flux to rearrange to operate through the phosphoketolase could indicate a low en-
zyme capacity of the phosphoketolase. In any case, information about the abundance 
or kinetics is not accounted for in the GEM. A low enzyme capacity can be the result 
of a low enzyme concentration, unfavorable thermodynamics of the respective reac-
tion and/or poor enzyme kinetics143,144. Second, constraint-based methods like FBA 
are time-invariant, so the stability of the system over time is not easily investigated 
with such models. Alternatively, representation of the metabolic network as a kinetic 
model in the form of a set of time-dependent differential equations, does enable 
studies of such stability. There are well-established methods to investigate stability 
in a system of differential equations. An unstable network in this context would mean 
an accumulation of a certain metabolite leading to toxicity. Finally, reshaping the 
entire metabolism for increased production, as effected by knockout or insertion of 
multiple genes, would probably require a larger, subsequent reshaping of the regu-
lation machinery to support these new metabolic functions. For instance, studies 
have shown a genome-wide remodeling associated with strains with an acquisition 
or loss of metabolic capabilities145–147. Such remodeling is the result of a series of 
beneficial and neutral mutations taking place over many generations and involve 
multiple transition states before reaching an optimal phenotype148,149. Therefore, 
transitioning to an optimal growth-coupled phenotype may also require a similar 
succession of events. 

 

Adaptive laboratory evolution after mutation can be employed to let the microorgan-
ism adapt using laboratory settings that aim to mimic natural evolution150. Here, the 
mutated microorganism is cultivated for a long period (>500 generations) and, 
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according to Darwinian theories, the fittest organisms showing a competitive ad-
vantage will dominate within a population151. This methodology can be used in in-
dustrial application to select relevant phenotypes linked to growth such as growth 
rate improvement145,146, increased stress tolerance152,153 and gain of new metabolic 
capabilities147,154,155. Genomic, transcriptomic and fluxomic analysis of the adapted 
organisms have shown a global remodeling in those strains calling for laboratory 
adaptive evolution in parallel to in silico rational design145–147,156. Such methods have 
been successfully employed in growth-coupled strains for improvement of CO2 fixa-
tion147 and production of L-lactate157 in E. coli.  

 

In Paper I, we present the first theoretical demonstration of growth-coupling pro-
duction in Synechocystis using the OptKnock and OptForce frameworks. We find 
that knocking-out reactions that are involved in cofactor recycling force the cell to 
synthesize products in order to grow. 

 

3.3 Growth-arrest to maximize specific productivities 

 

Growth-arrest engineering strategies aim to approximate an ideal microbial cell fac-
tory, where all incoming carbon is channeled to product and not for the synthesis of 
biomass components, but growth-arrest is likely the most challenging to achieve with 
respect to rewiring of native metabolism158. Following the factory analogy in Chap-
ter 2, the purpose of any factories is the conversion of a feedstock to a product, which 
is not quite satisfied in the previous growth-product coupling engineering strategies, 
which all allow significant biomass formation (see the metabolic state in the protru-
sion in Figure 8. Conversely, growth-arrest strategies aim to address this problem by 
fully blocking growth while achieving maximal theoretical production (Fig. 6).  

While growth-arrest can be achieved with nutrient limitations, such as nitrogen lim-
itations, such strategies always lead to reduce productivities over time112. Controlled 
growth-arrest has only been made possible recently with the development of strin-
gent gene induction tools (see Chapter 4: Synthetic biology) and are part of an 
emerging metabolic engineering subfield called dynamic metabolic engineering158–
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161. The rationale is a repression of biomass formation by targeting essential meta-
bolic nodes for repression at an optimal timepoint or in a certain, user-defined con-
dition. If growth is repressed too early, not enough cells would be present in the re-
actor, resulting in low volumetric productivities. A late repression, and the cells 
would have already a stationary phase with decreased specific and thus volumetric 
productivities162. Ideal would be a two-stage process with biomass accumulation to 
the optimal cellular density, followed by a full production stage (Fig. 10). During the 
production phase, all cellular resources, including redox and energy carriers (ATP 
and NAD(P)H) should be mobilized for production only158.  

 

 

Figure 10. Schematic of a two-stage bioprocess involving growth-arrest cells. In a first 
stage, biomass is accumulated until an optimal cellular density with regard to mixing and 
substrate availability. In the second stage, product is synthesized with no biomass formation. 

 

Most growth-arrest strategies include biomass repression at the transcription level, 
where the transcription of the essential gene is repressed or made unfunctional163–

165. This often leads to an offset between induction point and entry in the growth-
arrest mode164,166. While repression of the respective messenger RNA (mRNA) is a 
fast process, with mRNAs being degraded within a generation167, the respective pro-
tein decay is a slower process and takes place over couple of generations168. This re-
sults in a gradual growth rate decrease to full growth-arrest. Therefore, for an 
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efficient transition between the phases, other repression methods169,170 and protein 
degradation tag addition163 for faster decay have been considered. Durante-Rodri-
guez et al. used the expression of a protease that would cleave the targeted essential 
gene171, while Abramson et al. have used instead a riboswitch to activate a transcrip-
tion factor that, when over-expressed, leads to growth-arrest. Both systems could be 
helpful when reducing the offset of the growth-arrest phenotype81. 

 

While growth-arrest strategies are promising avenues for MCF design, the principal 
drawback is a metabolic instability associated with a decreased uptake rate and, 
more generally, a decreased metabolic activity over time165,166. Such phenotypes are 
often the result of the cellular stress responses, denoting a likely toxicity under the 
current growth-arrest strategies172. As a key component of the response, the metab-
olite (p)ppGpp has recently gained increased interest as a global stress effector and 
regulator, part of the stringent response172. Under exponential growth, bacteria use 
the σ70 family of sigma factors to recognize and initiate the transcription of growth-
associated genes173. Under stress conditions, either by starvation or toxic conditions, 
(p)ppGpp and other effectors are believed to recruit alternative, stress-related sigma 
factors which drive transcription of stress-associated genes, while tuning down the 
level of σ70 family of sigma factors173. The resulting effect is a decrease in the activity 
of growth-related genes, including substrate uptake rate and metabolic activity. In 
Synechococcus, up-regulation of pp(G)pp levels has been shown to reduce growth 
rate, downregulate CO2 fixation and induce chlorosis174, while increasing cell viabil-
ity in darkness by reducing transcriptional activity175.  One remarkable strategy to 
address this problem has been the engineering of the enzyme SpoT, a principal reg-
ulator of (p)ppGpp, to reduce intracellular levels176. In Paper III, we demonstrate 
the first growth-arrest strategies for Synechocystis and also observe a reduction in 
metabolic activity.  
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4. Synthetic biology tools for metabolic engineering 

 

In order to enable the realization of the metabolic engineering strategies seen so far, 
effective tools are required. With the development of molecular cloning techniques 
in the 1970s, synthetic biology has emerged as the branch of biological sciences that 
defines the engineering of biological systems at the molecular level46. While the exact 
definition of the field is not precise, it encompasses different aspects, from control 
of gene expression and gene dosage177 to construction of complex biological cir-
cuits178. The long-term goal is to treat biology like any other engineering media with 
a particular sight on mimicking the modularity and functionality that can be seen in 
electronical systems (e.g. logic gates constructed from transistors). There are differ-
ent flavors of synthetic biology depending on which biological level it is applied to. 
As a such, a first introduction is given on the biological organization and then, for 
each organizational level, common engineering tools are discussed in the context of 
synthetic biology.  

 

Biological systems are organized into layers that structure and modulate the cellular 
machinery (The central dogma; Fig. 11). At level zero, lies the cellular genetic infor-
mation encoded on the DNA and often represented as a sequence made from 4 nu-
cleotides (A, adenine; C, cytosine; G, guanine; T, thymine). Genes are the smallest 
cellular components conveying genetic information with one gene coding for one 
protein (typically, in bacteria). Genes provide instructions or blueprints for all cellu-
lar functions and are passed on to next generations. Genes are transcribed using the 
RNA polymerase into messenger RNAs (mRNAs), short-lived copies of genes, ex-
pressed by the cell on demand. Ribosomes then translate mRNAs into polypeptide 
chains than eventually fold into an elaborate protein. Among proteins, enzymes play 
a key role in accelerating biochemical reactions by reducing the activation energy of 
the reaction they catalyzed and thus drive the metabolism forward39. The mRNA 
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layer is important for the cellular integrity for multiple reasons. It allows the synthe-
sis of the protein at a location that is not in the DNA proximity. This is especially 
important for extracellular proteins that need to be synthesized close to the mem-
brane before being folded, since folded proteins do not easily pass through the cell 
membrane179,180. Importantly, proteins are synthesized in short bursts, and given the 
fact that protein copy numbers per gene can be one or two orders of magnitude 
higher than the gene copy numbers181, the layering provides amplification of the gene 
dosage as multiple ribosomes can synthesize proteins from one mRNA simultane-
ously182.  

 

 

Figure 11. The central dogma. Colors in DNA and RNA indicated the different bases. A in 
red, C in blue, G in yellow and T in green. Note that RNAs do not possess the nucleotide T 
but instead the nucleotide U (uracil, in orange). The RNA has a short half-life compared to 
most proteins and DNA. 

 

The ensemble of the total genetic content is called genotype. For a given genotype, 
cells can harbor different metabolic states referred to as phenotypes (see Chapter 
3: Metabolic engineering). The reason for deviating phenotypes for the same 
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genetic background is mainly due to stochastic processes, where random fluctua-
tions in intracellular metabolite concentrations can lock a single cell to a particular 
metabolic state183,184. Other sources of variability could also be linked to different 
gene copy numbers in daughter cells after cellular division185. Phenotypic diversifi-
cation is believed to be important for a population to counteract stressful conditions 
and increase survivability chances184,186. Although synthetic biology is discussed as a 
deterministic science, its underlying principles are governed by stochastic variables. 
As a result, one major difficulty associated with synthetic biology is to characterize 
engineered designs given this stochasticity in the context of a multilayer system. To 
identify promising design rules more confidently, high-throughput data coupled 
with statistical methods from Machine Learning are increasingly employed187. In the 
next sections, we discuss the different synthetic biology tools used in this thesis, with 
stochasticity an important issue for the realization of accurate gene dosage or rigor-
ous tightness of controlling systems.  

 

4.1 Regulation at the level of gene transcription 

 

Most synthetic biology tools have been developed to control gene expression at the 
transcriptional level46. The genes encoding heterologous metabolic pathways or 
other foreign genes can be integrated into the genome of the host organism or added 
to a plasmid that will auto-replicate and propagate in the cell, as well as in daughter 
cells upon cellular division. Genetic constructs are typically inserted into cyanobac-
teria either via natural transformation, where cells naturally import the foreign DNA 
using surface proteins, or via electroporation, where an electrical field is applied to 
increase permeability of the cell membrane, thus allowing the DNA to enter188. The 
genes encoded on this foreign DNA are typically in a “cassette”, composed of the gene 
(region that codes for the protein or enzyme), a transcriptional promoter, a tran-
scriptional terminator, a ribosome binding site, and a resistance marker. A promoter 
is a region upstream of the gene that recruits the RNA polymerase so it can transcribe 
the downstream gene(s). Note that sometimes genes are in operons, where one pro-
moter drives transcription of multiple downstream genes, resulting in a single 
mRNA. Genes within operons are thus particularly difficult to modulate 
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independently from other genes in the same operon. A terminator is a region located 
downstream of the gene where transcription stops, usually due to the RNA polymer-
ase enzyme being forced off of the DNA strand. The terminator region is not critical 
in synthetic constructs but is recommended to “insulate” heterologous transcription 
of the synthetic genes from the surrounding native genetic background. Finally, a 
resistance marker, typically an enzyme that degrades an antibiotic, is used to select 
and maintain the synthetic construct within a population (e.g. if the cell loses the 
foreign genetic construct, it will die in the presence of antibiotic). Constructing the 
foreign DNA cassettes is typically done outside of the cell (in vitro), using commer-
cially available enzymes. The “Biobrick” methodology is a standardized way to ge-
netic constructs from a repository of module parts (genes, promoters, termina-
tors)189. Most genetic constructs in this thesis were assembled using the Biobrick 
method. 

 

Promoters can be “constitutive”, meaning they are always active and transcribe the 
gene more or less continuously, or “inducible”, where their activation is triggered by 
an environmental condition, or accumulation (or depletion) of an intracellular stim-
ulus. The best-known inducible promoter used in synthetic biology is the “PLac” pro-
moter, which is a derivative of the promoter that governs the lactate operon in E. 
coli. The lactate operon encodes a set of genes related to lactate catabolism and is 
triggered in the presence of lactose and when the main carbohydrate source glucose 
is becoming limited. The mechanism for the inducibility is a protein, LacI, that binds 
to the DNA near the promoter region and blocks RNA polymerase binding and/or 
elongation (transcription). Only in the presence of lactose is the repressor protein 
deactivated, releasing the DNA and allowing transcription to occur. Such an induci-
ble expression mechanism for genes catabolizing alternative substrates is beneficial 
for cell fitness, as it ensures that the cell invests resources in transcribing and pro-
ducing the encoded proteins only when they are needed, and in a specific amount190. 
Due to imperfect binding of the repressor protein to the promoter region, as well as 
aforementioned stochastic events in the cells, inducible promoters can be residually 
active even in the absence of inducer molecule. In such cases, we denote them as 
leaky promoters, as opposed to tight promoters that have little to none of 
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background transcription. The ability to achieve robust and consistent gene expres-
sion is of importance in engineering, so there have been many efforts to take natu-
rally inducible promoters (as well as their repression proteins) and optimize them 
for use in synthetic biology. Early developments of gene expression systems focused 
on optimizing promoter strength and tightness. Recent studies now use control the-
ory principles borrowed from engineering to design genetic circuits to achieve robust 
genetic dosage to setpoints independent from intracellular fluctuations177,191. Most of 
the progress in the latter front has been demonstrated in E. coli. In cyanobacteria, 
many native and non-native constitutive and inducible promoters have been re-
ported and characterized192,193. However, there is no perfect inducible promoter that 
is tight and can achieve high level of gene expression once activated. In this thesis, 
the inducible promoter PL22 was used for to induce the CRISPRi system (see next 
paragraph). In the growth-arrest strategies from Paper III, leaky repression of es-
sential genes is not desired as it would hamper the growth phase of the two-stage 
production process. In Paper IV, we can see direct evidences of leaky expression 
when, even uninduced, library members exhibit distinct phenotypes.  

 

While tools to enhance expression of heterologous genes been the primary develop-
ment area of synthetic biology, tools for controlled gene repression systems have also 
been pursued, particularly for metabolic engineering where native genes are often 
targeted for repression in order to divert metabolic flux to a product of interest (see 
Chapter 3: Metabolic engineering). Among gene repression tools, the CRIS-
PRi/dCas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats interference) 
system has gained considerable interest for transcriptional gene repression in pro-
karyotes and eukaryotes194. The CRISPRi/dCas9 system is a variant of the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system, which is a sort of bacterial immune system (see Reference for 
summary of CRISPR/Cas in native role and in genetic engineering applications). In 
CRISPR/Cas9 systems, the Cas9 nuclease enzyme is targeted to a genome location 
with the aid of a guiding RNA molecule, similar to a person finding an artifact with 
help of a metal detector. In the simplest (engineered) embodiment, the guide RNA 
is single-stranded (“single guide RNA”, sgRNA), with one end binding to the Cas9 
enzyme and the other free to do homology base-pairing to the chromosome/target 
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DNA. Once the Cas9-sgRNA complex base-pairs to the target site, the Cas9 enzyme 
cuts the site in the genome, leading to a double stranded break (Fig. 12)195. In some 
organisms, such a break can be imperfectly repaired, leading to a loss of nucleotides 
in the re-sealed DNA and typically loss of function of the scarred gene. In other cases, 
inclusion of a template DNA will allow repair and at the same time possible insertion 
of another genetic element in place of the break. The CRISPRi (CRISPR interference) 
variant of CRISPR/Cas9 is based on the inactivation of Cas9 into the catalytically 
inactive form, called dCas9194,196. The dCas9 can bind the sgRNA but cannot cleave 
the chromosome. Upon recognition of the target site by the sgRNA-dCas9 complex, 
the dCas9 will instead become “stuck” on the target location and prevent gene tran-
scription by blocking the RNA polymerase (Figure 12). The CRISPR interference thus 
interferes with transcription of a target gene, resulting in gene repression. 

 

Figure 12. CRISPR and CRISPRi mechanisms. (A) General overview of the CRISPR system. 
(B) Mechanisms of DNA cleavage and transcriptional repression. Reprinted from Ref. 194 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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The advantage of this CRISPRi is its ease of use and multiplexing possibilities. The 
dCas9 and sgRNA components can be encoded on a transmissible plasmid. The tar-
get genome does not need to be modified in any way at the site of repression. Con-
sider that repression of target genes using LacI or other standard repressor proteins 
would require a beforehand insertion of the repressor operator sites (recognition se-
quences) into the genes to be repressed. The synthetic biologist only needs to design 
a suitable sgRNA targeting the gene of interest. The sgRNA is a chimeric RNA com-
posed of a base-pairing region, a dCas9 handle region and a terminator. The base-
pairing region is approximately 20 nucleotides from the target gene. The target re-
gion has to follow a widespread recognition site (CCN; PAM sequence). Yao et al. 
ported the CRISPRi system to Synechocystis to allow rapid testing of metabolic en-
gineering designs. They showed a gene repression efficiency varying between 50% to 
90%168. We used the CRISPRi system in Paper III to test different growth-arrest 
strategies and took advantage of its generalization capabilities to create a genome-
wide CRISPRi library in Paper IV. In Paper III, we could modulate gene repres-
sion by targeting different locations within a gene. In general, designing sgRNAs 
binding further away from the transcription start site leads to weaker repressions194. 
This makes it more difficult to independently modulate gene within operons which 
share the same transcription start site. This includes unwanted repression of down-
stream genes or weak repression of genes in the middle or at the end of the operon. 
This cross-repression complicates analysis of which genes in an operon actually con-
tribute to a particular phenotype (Paper IV). 
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Figure 13. Targeting mechanism of the CRISPRi-dCas9 complex. Reprinted from Ref. 194 
with permission from Elsevier. 

 

In addition to the CRISPRi system, other synthetic biology tools are available for 
cyanobacteria193,197 although synthetic biology development have lagged behind for 
this organism. While some cyanobacterial modules have been transposed to E. coli 
such as the photoreceptor domain of Cph1 to trigger light-induced gene expression 
in E. coli populations198, most E. coli tools are functional in cyanobacteria. For in-
stance, the lactose inducible Ptrc promoter results in a constitutive high expression in 
Synechocystis due to weak repression of the promoter199. Conversely, PpsbA2 is a na-
tive promoter found upstream of the D1 subunit of photosystem II (PSII)192. Com-
mon inducible promoters include the anhydrotetracycline (aTc)-inducible PL-series 
with PL22 used in this thesis for inducible expression of the CRISPRi system (Paper 
III and Paper IV)200.  

 

4.2 Control of gene expression by changing translation 

 

While genetic modulation at the translational level is less common with transcrip-
tional-based modulations often achieving the desired expression level, tight 
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inducible expression can benefit from translation modulation. Common strategies 
include engineering of the ribosome binding site (RBS) with computational tools 
available to predict RBS strength201,202. In cyanobacteria, few RBS have been char-
acterized to achieve setpoint expression192,202. Conversely, tighter inducible genetic 
modulations have been achieved with riboswitches, short sequences upstream of the 
mRNA that fold/unfold in the presence of specific inducers to block/allow transla-
tion of the mRNA203,204. Such translational modulations are thought to have play an 
important regulation role in early life forms203,205.  

In cyanobacteria, only one natural riboswitch has been described. This riboswitch 
reacts to the presence of glutamine and indirectly reduce the activity of the enzyme 
glutamine synthase206. The universality and diversity of riboswitches across all do-
mains of life hint that more riboswitches could exist in cyanobacteria. In another 
study, a theophylline riboswitch was successfully demonstrated to tightly increase 
protein expression in cyanobacteria207. Together, these results offer a promising av-
enue for the development of future tight inducible expression systems using ri-
boswitches. An honorable mention goes to RNA interference (RNAi). First discov-
ered in eukaryotes as a gene silencing mechanism, RNAi relies on the expression of 
a small RNA complementary to the RNA to be repressed. The target RNA and its 
complement would then anneal and be targeted for degradation by the host machin-
ery inducing gene repression208. With the emergence of the CRISPRi system and due 
to issues related to poor on-target and off-target specificity, this tool has lost interest 
over the past few years despite some successful examples in cyanobacteria209. 

 

4.3 Control of protein level 

 

Achieving a robust and desired protein level is the end-product of synthetic biology. 
Due to the more complex nature and diversity of proteins when compared to DNA 
and RNA, direct modulation of the protein levels is a harder task. Conversely, most 
engineering efforts have instead focused on engineering the protein structure rather 
than the protein level. For proteins catalyzing biochemical reaction (enzymes), past 
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studies have aimed at increasing the enzyme efficiency or specificity to native or 
novel substrates113,138.  

 

Another important aspect of protein-based modulation systems is the speed at which 
modulation can occur. While blocking transcription or translation is a fast process, 
occurring within several minutes, the resulting change in protein abundance is slow, 
as proteins are very stable, and often relies on dilution via cell division or forced deg-
radation of the protein to achieve a setpoint concentration. In Paper III and Paper 
IV, repression of essential genes using the CRISPRi system takes few generations to 
see growth-defect phenotypes. Yao et al. also showed that the protein GFP took 2 
days to be fully depleted upon CRISPRi induction168. Therefore, expression of pro-
tein degradation tags has gained interest to promote targeted protein degradation by 
the host machinery and allow for quicker protein modulation169. Other possible mod-
ulations include repression of the protein activity allosterically or targeting the en-
zyme active site with small affibodies proteins210. Coupling the modularity of tran-
scription and translation repression systems with the efficiency of protein-based 
modulation systems can allow for rapid and precise protein levels modulation163. 
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5. Present Investigation 

 

The aim of the present thesis is the development of cyanobacteria as microbial cell 
factories, using the model strain Synechocystis. While it may not be the organism of 
choice for industry due to poor growth rate and sensitivity to high light conditions, 
it is to date one of the most characterized cyanobacterial strain. Research findings 
could be transposed to more industrially relevant strains. This thesis follows three 
main avenues. New concepts and designs are introduced theoretically and then prac-
tically. First, in silico modeling of metabolism is employed to guide metabolic engi-
neering and to provide a framework for designing strains with higher productivity 
and higher stability in bioprocesses. Second, a solution to the cell-cell shading prob-
lem (described in section 2.1.2) that negatively effects the solar-to-product effi-
ciency is proposed. Finally, a genome-wide screening approach unravels general tar-
gets for improving industrial phenotypes, and these are checked against model pre-
dictions. One theme that emerges from the thesis work is the necessity to manage 
the electron source with respect to electron sinks to ensure suitable production phe-
notypes.  

 

Paper I (computational): found genes to knock out to increase productivity, and to 
force production 

Paper II (computational and experimental): Found genes to overexpress to increase 
productivity 

Paper III (experimental): Found genes to repress that could arrest growth (keep cell 
density constant) and push carbon flux to product 

Paper IV (experimental): Screened repression of thousands of genes to find gene tar-
gets that could increase productivity, compared to theory predictions 
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5.1 Paper I 

Computational metabolic engineering strategies to create growth-product coupled 
(forced production) strains of Synechocystis 

 

Model-guided metabolic engineering (see 3.2 Metabolic Modeling) is a powerful 
tool to design novel phenotypes because a model can embed product synthesis path-
ways within the cellular complexity of the metabolism. As mentioned previously, one 
problem with “blind” metabolic engineering is that addition of a new production 
pathway often results in metabolic instability, which can lead to reverting mutations 
being fixed in the cell population, and undesired cellular heterogeneity in the pro-
duction process. In this study, we performed an in silico search to find metabolic 
engineering strategies for production of butanol, octanol and limonene, which are 
representative example compounds for short-chain alcohols, long-chain alcohols 
and terpenes, respectively (Fig. 14). The strategies are lists of genes that should be 
targeted for knockout in order to increase productivity, or to create a growth-product 
coupling that should enhance stability of production. The choice to test multiple pro-
duction pathways was made so that strategies could be related to different cofactor 
requirements and pathway starting points. While we also propose a general strategy 
for growth-coupled strain designs to improve strain stability, we observe a strong 
design dependency on the pathway cofactor requirements. 
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Figure 14. Three different biofuel biosynthesis pathways were integrated into a genome 
scale model of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp PCC 6803. In blue, a fermentative path-
way from Ref. 112; in green, a fatty-acid derived pathway from Ref. 211; and in yellow, a 
terpene-based pathway from Ref. 212. Reprinted according to Elsevier’s guideline. 
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Each pathway was first introduced into a genome-scale model of Synechocystis124. 
The model contains 863 stoichiometric reactions, and includes all parts of core me-
tabolism, as well as all known reactions in the linear and alternative electron flows. 
Next, algorithms were employed to search the solution space. In a first part, OptGene 
(see section 3.2.2), found knockouts that maximized the Biomass-Product Coupled 
Yield (BPCY) while minimizing metabolic adjustments (MOMA). In other words, 
OptGene searched for knockdowns that would maximize product synthesis and bio-
mass formation (per substrate uptake), and MOMA’s optimality principles would 
ensure that the resulting flux distribution in the engineered strain is as close as pos-
sible to the non-engineered (wild-type) flux distribution. In this part, we used a flux 
distribution of wild type Synechocystis that had been previously computed from ex-
perimental 13C tracer metabolomics213. We considered both NADH-dependent and 
NADPH-dependent n-butanol biosynthesis pathways to study the effect of cofactor 
and pathway choice. For the NADH-dependent butanol fermentation pathway, most 
engineering strategies to improve butanol productivity required a rerouting of the 
carbon flux from the CBB cycle into a suboptimal (and with toxic intermediates) 
lower glycolysis by-pass, the methylglyoxal pathway. Common to NADH and 
NADPH-dependent pathways, strategies often suggested a knockout of competing 
pathways for cofactor availability, so that cofactors could be rerouted to the produc-
tion pathway rather than other by-products. 

 

In a second part, we used the algorithms OptKnock and OptForce to find engineering 
strategies that could result in a coupling between growth and production. The 
OptKnock and OptForce algorithms are based on flux distributions obtained via Flux 
Balance Analysis (FBA) optimization algorithms. Therefore, the predicted flux dis-
tributions in a growth-coupled strain are vastly different than those seen in the wild-
type strain. Such flux distributions may be expected to evolve over a long-term (usu-
ally obtained after adaptive evolution). The OptKnock and OptForce allowed us to 
explore multiple, simultaneous knockouts as potential engineering strategies, as well 
as over-expressions and down-regulations of genes. Comparable to the results ob-
tained with OptGene, we observed two different strategy “themes” based on                     
the cofactor requirements. For NADH products, growth-product coupling could be  
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Figure 15. Model-guided metabolic engineering of Synechocystis for improved octanol 
production. (A) Light reactions with knockout indicated as red crosses. In blue are proteins 
involved in cyclic electron flows; in yellow, proteins performing oxygen reduction (respira-
tion); in red, the ATP synthase (B) Phenotypic phase of the model and knockouts. In yellow, 
the model to engineer; in green the knockout strains; in dashed green. The knockout strain 
with increased NADPH production. (C) Cycle towards 1-octanol production that can be mod-
ulated to act as ATP sink. (D) The resulting phenotypic phase of the strategy with increased 
ATP burning. Not that the more ATP is burnt, the more 1-octanol is produced. Reprinted 
according to Elsevier’s guideline. 

 

achieved by simply knocking-out competing native reactions for NADH recycling. 
The simplicity of this design is due to the fact that NADH is  less connected than 
NADPH (≈50 reactions for NADH and ≈90 reactions for NADPH), consistent with a 
high cellular NADPH/NADH ratio in vivo71. These results were also consistent with 
the dominance of general carbon rerouting strategies obtained in OptGene, where 
flux through suboptimal pathways allowed production of extra NADH. As a result, 
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NADH-based growth-coupling mutants were the easiest to obtain in silico. Con-
versely, NADPH is a highly connected metabolite and efficient coupling cannot be 
achieved solely by manipulating cofactor recycling. For NADPH-consuming biopro-
duction pathways, we found that increasing productivity, or creating a growth-prod-
uct coupled strain, can only be realized by tuning the ATP/NADPH ratio of photo-
synthesis to the product and biomass demand (Fig. 15).  

 

Cyanobacteria metabolism is composed of light reactions and dark reactions (see 
2.1.2 Autotrophy). To ensure fitness optimality, the ATP/NADPH ratio produced 
in the light reactions through photosynthesis must match the ratio used in the dark 
reactions for carbon fixation. In the CBB cycle, a ratio of 1.5 (3 ATP and 2 NADPH) 
is required to fix 1 CO2. Adding biomass and maintenance requirements, the 
ATP/NADPH ratio for cell growth is estimated to be > 2 (Ref. 214). In contrast, the 
linear electron flow of photosynthesis provides a ATP/NADPH at a ratio of 1.2 to 1.5 
(Ref. 74,215). In order to meet its metabolic demand, the cell activates cyclic electron 
flows (CEFs) to modulate the ATP/NADPH ratio. CEFs promote electrons recircula-
tion back into the electron transport chain, generating a proton motive force (and 
thus ATP), but not NADPH. Other NADH or NADPH oxidation reactions down-
stream of PSI may also be invoked (e.g. Flv or terminal oxidases). The result is an 
increase in the electron transport chain flow with more ATP produced. The growth 
coupled-strategies identified for NADPH-based products (octanol, limonene) were 
dominated by knockouts that would decrease the cellular ATP/NADPH ratio, such 
as by knocking-out CEFs (Fig. 15). Decreasing the ATP/NADPH creates a metabolic 
imbalance in the form of extra NADPH that can only be rescued with product syn-
thesis79. Overall, these results support the idea that matching the electron source to 
the electron sink can be used to design efficient metabolic engineering strategies. 
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5.2 Follow-up to Paper I  

Experimental knock-down of different electron sinks to increase productivity of fer-
mentation products in Synechocystis (unpublished) 

 

While in silico methods are important predictors, they cannot replace actual testing. 
As a follow-up to Paper I, we experimentally tested some targets identified in silico. 
In order to investigate the link between product sink and metabolic engineering 
strategies, we tested knockdowns with different pathways presenting different redox 
requirements as production sinks. We took advantage of the multiplex ability of the 
CRISPRi repression system to systematically and quickly test knockdowns. 

 

In a first attempt, we created a lactate-producing Synechocystis, where the lactate 
dehydrogenase enzyme consumes 1 NADH to reduce pyruvate to L-lactate. Using the 
CRISPRi system, we knocked-down malate dehydrogenase (citH) and NDH1 dehy-
drogenase (subunits ndhB, ndhD1 and ndhD2). These were identified as important 
competing reactions for product synthesis. Remarkably, all knock-downs seemed to 
improve lactate titers after 4 days (Fig. 16). In particular, knock-down of ndhB gave 
a 4-fold increase in lactate titers when compared to the base strain (no sgRNA). How-
ever, we noted that the same knockdowns in an n-butanol producing strain did not 
increase n-butanol titers, and instead resulted in a severe growth defect (data not 
shown).  
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Figure 16. Lactate production is altered when CRISPRi represses electron sinks. (A) Lac-
tate titers and specific titers for four mutant strains with a gene targeted for repression, 
measured four days after CRISPRi repression was induced. (B) Quantitative qPCR measures 
the mRNA abundance of each of the four target genes in each strain and shows efficiency of 
CRISPRi repression. In each panel, the abundance of a given mRNA is shown for each of the 
four strains (indicated mRNA at top, indicated strains at bottom). Sampled four days after 
CRISPRi induction. 
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The NDH1 complex is involved in diverse functions including CO2 uptake, cyclic elec-
tron flow and respiration216. In Paper I, the NDH1 complex was identified as an 
important knock-down for increasing productivity of both NADH and NADPH-de-
rived products. In order to further investigate the NDH1 complex, we performed 
some physiology tests on strains which had various components of the NDH1 com-
plex repressed (Fig. 17). To date, 25 subunits have been identified in connection to 
NDH1216. Among these subunits, ndhA-E and ndhL-O form the core complex and are 
involved in all functions (NDH-1M complex). Knocking out ndhB (an historical 
strain called M55) removes all NDH1 functions217. In contrast, NdhD1/NdhD2 are 
not part of the core complex and are only involved in cyclic electron flow and respi-
ration216, while NdhD3/NdhD4 are linked to high-affinity CO2 uptake. Modeling 
studies suggest that cyclic electron flows play an essential role at high light to dissi-
pate extra electrons from the light reactions124. Experimentally, NDH1 was shown to 
be induced upon illumination218 and involved in the bioenergetics of the cell to mod-
ulate the ATP/NADPH ratio to meet the variable metabolic demand219.  

 

Okhawa et al. showed that ΔndhD1/D2 strains were not able to grow when the linear 
electron flow was blocked using DCMU and glucose added, indicating an inability of 
the cell to balance the excess of electrons supplied by glucose217. At lower pH, when 
the CO2-HCO3 equilibrium shifts so that HCO3 is the dominant form of carbon, 

ΔndhD3/D4 strains were not able to grow, indicating the importance of these subu-
nits in CO2 uptake at low concentrations217. Thus, we wished to screen our CRISPRi 
strains for similar traits. We tested ndhB and ndhD1/D2 knock-downs in combina-
tion with different electron sink products; ethanol, lactate and butanol (Fig. 17). On 
paper, 1 NADH is used in the lactate pathway, the ethanol pathway uses 1 NADPH 
and butanol biosynthesis uses 2 NADH and 2 NADPH. However, some pathway en-
zymes may be flexible in their cofactor usage. 
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Figure 17.  Effects of redox sinks on rescuing the growth of Synechocystisis after NDH1 
subunit knock-down.  Here, a redox sink is a biosynthetic pathway for synthesis of a com-
pound that has been engineered in Synechocystis. Various redox sinks were tested in com-
bination with different NDH1 subunit knock-downs. Synechocystis mutants or WT cells, 2 
µL of cell suspension diluted at OD730 1.0 (1:1), 0.1 (1:10) and 0.01 (1:100), were plated and 
grown in air for 10 days. Addition of DCMU blocks the linear electron flow, while addition 
of glucose increases the pressure on the NDH1 complex to dissipate excess electrons. As a 
result, strains with NDH1 complex repressed do not survive. The presence of a lactate bio-
synthesis pathway seems to alleviate some of the excess reductants. At low pH, HCO3 -is the 
dominant carbon form, with ndhB an important subunit required for HCO3- uptake. Re-
pression of HCO3 -uptake results in cell death. 

 

As expected, NdhD1/D2 knock-down strains were not able to cope with excess re-
ductants while at lower pH, no growth defect was observed. Conversely, NdhB 
knock-down strains abolished all NDH1 functions resulting in growth defect both in 
conditions with excess reductants and with a low CO2 concentration. Remarkably, 
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excess reductants in lactate producing NdhB knock-down strains resulted in only 
partial growth-defect indicating the possibility that lactate could act as suitable elec-
tron sink for the excess reductants. With a growth-defect of the ethanol strain with-
out NDH1 knockdown, the role of an NADPH sink remains however inconclusive. 
The absence of growth rescue from the butanol pathway consuming 2 NADH could 
be due to a much lower flux through the butanol pathway consistent with the fact 
that products from acetyl-CoA pool have lower flux in comparison than from the py-
ruvate pool. Alternatively, the enzyme kinetics of the butanol pathway might not be 
efficient enough. 

 

Based on these results, we propose that a NdhB knock-down is enough to obtain a 
strain with lactate production coupled to growth. However, to claim that this strain 
is growth-coupled, further experiments should demonstrate that gradually knock-
ing-down the lactate production pathway results in growth defect. We also observed 
some instability with the lactate cassette often mutated. Such a strain instability pre-
vented us to further test the growth-coupling phenotype of this strain and instead 
drove us to work on a more stable lactate pathway for future work. The instability is 
probably linked with the small NADH pool in cyanobacteria71. When the metabolite 
pool is small, any addition of a sink, such as the metabolite being consumed in the 
production pathway, would result in bigger variations compared to the pool size. As 
a result, systematic and constant deviation from the wild-type metabolite concentra-
tion range could lead to a more general impairment of the global metabolic activity, 
resulting in the activation of the stress-mediated machinery. The high cofactor con-
nectivity of NADH would probably amplify this effect. For instance, Angermayr et al. 
observed a similar instability upon expression of a soluble transhydrogenase (sth) 
converting NADPH to NADH220, indicating that there is a physiological NADH con-
centration range. Outside this range, stress-mediated mechanisms would be trig-
gered. This observation supports the idea of a strong link between metabolic engi-
neering strategies and associated stress-mediated mechanism with metabolite pool 
consideration an important factor for a successful strain design.  
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5.3 Paper II 

Systematic overexpression study to find target enzymes enhancing production of ter-
penes in Synechocystis PCC 6803, using isoprene as a model compound 

 

In Chapter 3, we discussed the different flavors of metabolic engineering and the 
importance to integrate the production pathway in the context of the whole cellular 
metabolism. This study provides a good example of what the synergy between tradi-
tional and model-guided metabolic engineering can offer. Here, we employed a 
model-guided methodology to metabolically engineer Synechocystis to increase pro-
duction of isoprene. In contrast to Paper I, we used modeling to find overexpression 
targets rather than knockouts. However, similarly, we found that decreasing the 
ATP/NADPH ratio could improve isoprene production. 

 

First, the gene dosage of the isoprene production pathway was optimized. Systematic 
overexpression of the pathway enzymes identified the native IPP isomerase (Ipi) and 
the MEP cytidylyltransferase (IspD) as promising pathway enzymes for overexpres-
sion (i.e. these enzymes were limiting). In addition, the heterologous 1-deoxy-D-
xylulose 5-phosphate (Dxs) from Coleus forskohlii was expressed. These three over-
expressions were combined into an isoprene-producing base strain. Then, in silico 
modeling was performed to find engineering strategies that could support higher 
isoprene production. Because we were only interested in gene overexpression strat-
egies, we followed a different methodology than used in Paper I. Here, we per-
formed “reverse engineering”, where isoprene production was forced to different set-
points while growth was maximized using flux variability analysis. Reactions that 
had flux ranges with a large difference between isoprene production and wild type 
strains were noted as targets for engineering (Fig. 18). For a given reaction, when the 
producer strain flux range was higher than the wild type range (i.e. both lower and 
upper flux boundaries were higher), we interpreted this as a reaction overexpression 
being necessary to achieve the production phenotype.  
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Figure 18. Prediction and testing of overexpression strategies to increase isoprene production. (A) 
Synechocystis metabolic network with the required increasing or decreasing fluxes to satisfy increas-
ing isoprene production. The blue area within the boxes represent the reaction flux range (y-axis in 
mmol/gCDW/h) for the respective reaction as a measure isoprene production is increased (x-axis in 
mmol/gCDW/h). For instance, Flux though the reaction RBPC needs to be increased to mathemati-
cally satisfy an increased in isoprene production (B) Some targets identified in A are experimentally 
tested. The control represents the base strain, i.e a strain with the isoprene pathway but without any 
overexpression strategy. Reprinted according to Elsevier’s guideline. 
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Among reactions that had increased flux to support increased isoprene production, 
we observed two types; reactions with carbon rerouting towards metabolic precur-
sors of the isoprene pathway (DXP pathway) and reactions improving the DXP path-
way cofactor requirements (Fig. 18 A). For carbon rerouting, increasing isoprene 
production could only be mathematically achieved by increasing rerouting from the 
CBB cycle to pyruvate, precursor of the DXP pathway. Note that down-regulating the 
fluxes of reactions after pyruvate, such as through the TCA cycle also results in the 
carbon flux being rerouted into the production pathway. Considering the cofactor 
balance, the DXP pathway to isoprene requires 1 ATP, 3 NADPH and 1 CTP. While 
CTP can be produced from ATP, the ATP/NADPH ratio of the pathway is 0.66, far 
less than the ratio produced by LEF or used by biomass (>1.5). Balancing the sup-
plied ATP/NADPH ratio to meet the product pathway demand can be achieved 
through modulation of electron flows in the electron transport chain as seen in Pa-
per I. Here, we observed a similar strategy, such as a requirement to increase the 
flux through the FNOR (ferredoxin-NADP oxidoreductase) reaction, the main source 
of NADPH in the cell, as well as decreasing flux of ATPS (ATP synthase), the main 
ATP producer. More interesting may be the CTP requirement of the IspD enzyme in 
the DXP pathway. CTP is weakly connected to the rest of the metabolism compared 
to ATP and NADPH, resulting in only a handful of reactions that can contribute to 
the CTP balance. One engineering strategy is to increase flux through the enzyme 
NDPK3 (nucleoside-diphosphate kinase), which converts ATP to CTP to meet the 
pathway cofactor demand. Remarkably, CTP usage in the DXP pathway releases a 
pyrophosphate (PPi) instead of the most common release of a single phosphate. This 
leads to the unconventional release of CMP and PPi throughout the production path-
way. Concomitantly, increased flux in the recycling reactions CYTK1 and PPA closed 
this CMP and PPi balance.  

 

We then experimentally tested the overexpression of 11 genes or genes in operons 
based on these in silico results (Fig. 18 B). Among them, we overexpressed the fruc-
tose biphosphate aldolase (FbaA) catalyzing three reactions in the CBB cycle; the 
phosphoglycerate mutase (Pgm) and the enolase (Eno) to reroute the carbon flux 
from the CBB cycle to pyruvate; the cytidine monophosphate kinase (CMPk), 
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cytidine diphosphate kinase (CDPk) and CTP synthase (CTPs) together with the di-
phosphate to monophosphate converter diphosphatase (Ppa) to balance CTP re-
quirements; and the FNOR-related genes petF (ferredoxin) and petH (ferredoxin-
NADP oxidoreductase FNOR/FNR) to increase NADPH turnover. Overexpression of 
fbaA and petF gave a 60% increase in isoprene produced by the Ipi + Dxs + IspD 
base strain. Removal of IspD further increased the contribution of Pgm and Eno im-
provements while increasing CTP availability did not affect isoprene production. 
This suggests that isoprene production at that stage was mainly carbon limited with 
more CTP only required once CTP-dependent IspD was expressed. Modeling was ef-
fectively used in this study to improve isoprene production and was useful to deter-
mine and overcome bottlenecks. 
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5.4 Paper III 

Targeted repression of essential genes to arrest growth and increase carbon parti-
tioning and biofuel titers in cyanobacteria  

 

The growth-coupled and product boosting strategies shown in sections 5.1-5.3 allow 
for biomass formation during production. However, as described in section 2.1.2, 
for cyanobacteria, cell growth in the production reactor will result in decreased spe-
cific productivity over time due to cell shading. When specific productivities of a cul-
ture are plotted over time, a bell-shaped curve typically results. At early cultivation 
phases, characterized by low cellular density, too much light is absorbed by the cells, 
resulting in photoinhibition and reduced productivity. At higher cellular densities 
(typically after a few days of cultivation), light is not optimally distributed in the cul-
tures, leading to reduced metabolic activity and/or non optimal metabolic states221. 
In this work, we used the inducible CRISPRi gene repression tool to control cellular 
density while at the same time increase carbon partitioning to product. Addition of 
the production pathway, as well as arresting cell growth caused us to revisit the 
source-sink balance seen in the context of growth-coupled strains (Paper II). Re-
sults from this paper are in agreement with previous works that suggest a suboptimal 
electron source-sink balancing in cyanobacteria in normal growth conditions. 

 

First, suitable base strains were created that synthesized the model biofuels n-buta-
nol and ethanol. Next, we selected essential genes to be repressed in order to stop or 
slow biomass formation. Note that selection of essential genes can be performed us-
ing flux balance analysis or, better, using genome wide repression or knockout li-
braries (see Paper IV). Not all essential genes are good targets for biomass repres-
sion though. For instance, targeting the L-glutamine-D-fructose-6-P aminotransfer-
ase (glmS), which converts fructose 6-phosphate to 6-glucosamine 6-phosphate, re-
sulted in cell death (cellular density going down) rather than growth-arrest (constant 
cellular density)222. The targeted genes for biomass repression selected here showed 
different extents of growth-arrest without cell death. We selected odhB (pyruvate 
dehydrogenase), gltA (citrate synthase), nrtA (nitrate/nitrite uptake) and pyrF 
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(orotidine 5’ monophosphate decarboxylase; nucleotide synthesis) to repress in the 
ethanol and butanol strains (Fig. 19 A). While repression of most of these genes did 
result in growth-arrest and improve carbon partitioning to product, we observed that 
repression “nodes” close to the product had better carbon partitioning to product 
(Fig. 19 B-E). This is probably the effect of a more efficient local carbon rerouting to 
product, in addition to repressing the biomass sink.  

 

 

Figure 19. Location and effect of targeting essential genes.  (A) Central metabolism with 
location of the targeted gene in the study. (B) Growth-arrest of ethanol-producing strains. 
(C) Carbon partitioning of (B). (D) Growth-arrest of butanol-producing strains. (E) Carbon 
partitioning of (D). Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society.   
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The timing of repression was important to reach growth-arrest at the desired cell 
density. For example, repression at too low cell density means that growth will be 
arrested before cells reach the optimal density for production. In such a case, specific 
productivity could be high (i.e. per cell production), but overall titers low, due to few 
cells in the reactor. However, such timing is generally difficult to achieve with tran-
scription-based repression system such as CRISPRi. Consider repression of the es-
sential gene gltA (citrate synthase). Induction of the dCas9 will result in fast (within 
minutes) repression of transcription of gltA. Thus, mRNAs are repressed, and 
mRNA degradation is fast (within minutes). However, the citrate synthase enzyme 
is not affected by CRISPRi, and decay of proteins is much slower than mRNA. In the 
extreme case, the protein will only be diluted by cell growth, which can be slow in 
cyanobacteria. Thus, the citrate synthase reaction will continue until the enzyme is 
diluted below a concentration that can support growth. The consequence is a large, 
temporal offset between induction of dCas9 and entry of cells into the growth-arrest 
phase. To mimic an optimized system where growth would be arrested at the desired 
cell density, we repressed growth (gltA targeted) of a butanol strain and re-sus-
pended cultures in a new media at OD730 4.0, a more optimal OD that prevents pho-
toinhibition with minimal cell shading. The optimal cell density was calculated to be 
close to 3.0 (Ref. 223). Note that the optimal cellular density will depend on light 
intensity and the containing vessel characteristics. In this cultivation, higher carbon 
partitioning to butanol also translated into higher butanol titers (Fig. 20 A-B).  

 

Although higher carbon partitioning, titers and productivities could be achieved, we 
noticed a decrease of the CO2 specific uptake rate in cells that were growth arrested 
(Fig. 20 C,D). This was expected in control strains, since light shading during cell 
proliferation reduces the amount of light harvested and thus metabolic activity, but 
not in the growth-arrested cultivations where light per cell is relatively constant. Re-
markably, growth-arrested strains had a higher CO2 specific productivity than the 
control strains, although a fair comparison could only be made at 38 hours due to 
the diverging ODs in the growth-arrest and control strains afterwards (Fig. 20). This 
observation follows the idea that the electron source and sink need to be aligned to 
achieve optimal CO2 fixation. Here, the increased CO2 fixation rate in strains with 
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improved butanol production but not presenting growth-arrest phenotype yet could 
suggest a sub-optimal source-sink coupling with excess electrons in normal condi-
tions. Augmenting the butanol sink could provide a route for recycling the excess 
reductants resulting in higher CO2 fixation.  

 

 

Figure 20. Growth-arrest phenotypes. (A) Growth curve when cells are already induced. 
Induction was 2 days prior to the start of the experiment and cells were resuspended to OD730 
4.0. Gray line indicates when butanol was measured. Cells with the CRISPRi system induced 
(dashed line) are growth arrested. (B) Comparison of lactate titers for the experiment shown 
in (A). Growth-arrested cells produce more butanol. (C) Growth curve when cells are in-
duced at the start of the experiment. Gray line indicates when CO2 specific uptake was meas-
ured. (D) Butanol titers of (C). Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical So-
ciety. 
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5.5 Paper IV 

Pooled CRISPRi screening of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp PCC 6803 for 
enhanced industrial phenotypes  

 

So far, we have discussed engineering of cyanobacteria from a rational design per-
spective. We create a model, run simulations, derive strategies and try to reproduce 
those strategies experimentally. We then collect data, improve our model and reiter-
ate the cycle. Regardless of how good a model is, it merely replaces the systems it 
tries to model. There is always a layer of complexity that is left out resulting in pre-
diction inaccuracies. In cyanobacteria, this is further augmented with a high number 
of genes with unknown functions. In order to fully unlock cyanobacteria’s potential, 
much of the complexity needs to be accounted for in cell factory designs. Therefore, 
high-throughput methods that are more efficient at screening the whole cellular gen-
otype must be employed to support rational design. In this work, we took advantage 
of the generalization capabilities of the CRISPRi system (see section 4.1). We created 
a genome wide CRISPRi library by designing more than 10 000 sgRNAs targeting 
3526 genes (out of 3564 genes) and 1555 ncRNAs (non-coding RNA) of Synecho-
cystis. We then used the library in different conditions to select mutants with im-
proved phenotypes such as improved growth rate, lactate tolerance and lactate 
productivity (Fig. 21). Our results support the model-guided strategies identified in 
Paper I to improve productivities. Growth rate increase was made possible by tun-
ing the photosynthesis machinery, supporting the observation of a sub-optimal sink-
source coupling in Synechocystis. 
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Figure 21. CRISPRi library workflow. (A) Library synthesis in Synechocystis. (B) Library 
cultivation and screening. Interesting mutants are selected either through competitive 
growth or using microfluidics (lactate production). The population sgRNA region is se-
quenced and number of occurrences counted. Reproduced under the  Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

 

The first step of creating a CRISPRi-based gene repression library is to design the 
sequences of the guide RNA oligonucleotides. These sgRNAs guide the dCas9 to the 
correct spot in the genome, where repression occurs (sgRNAs, see section 4.1). Using 
a custom script, we designed two sgRNAs for each gene and known ncRNA. Though 
only a single sgRNA is present in any given clone, the idea was to have some valida-
tion of phenotypes built into the library: ideally both sgRNAs targeting a given gene 
would give the same phenotype. Criteria for devising the sgRNA sequence included 
specificity to reduce off-target bindings or optimal distance from a transcription start 
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site to ensure optimal repression. The resulting sgRNA library was synthesized on a 
chip (commercially), cloned in E. coli and then transformed to Synechocystis. The 
induced and uninduced library was then cultivated in different conditions, including 
an induced condition (where dCas9 and sgRNAs are active) as well as an uninduced 
condition (where dCas9 and sgRNA are not expressed, and no gene repression is 
presumed to occur). The uninduced condition was intended to reveal genes where 
only a small amount of repression (from any “leaky” expression of dCas9) is needed 
to affect cell growth. The presence of uninduced, residual repression of genes is only 
possible as the repression system is not fully tight. Cells were sampled, and the sgR-
NAs from the cell population were sequenced using NGS, thus giving a snapshot of 
the population distribution throughout the cultivation. Choosing a suitable screen-
ing method ensured selection of the best individuals. For growth rate screening, the 
CRISPRi library was cultivated in a turbidostat mode (at high-light, moderate-light 
and also day-night). The inherent competition in a turbidostat ensured that the in-
dividuals with the highest growth rates were selected while less fit individuals would 
eventually be washed out of the reactor, at different speeds depending on their 
growth rate. Selection of lactate tolerant individuals followed the same principle but 
with addition of lactate during the cultivation. Finally, selection of the better lactate 
producing strains was performed using microfluidics where each library member 
was encapsulated with a lactate fluorescent assay and sorted based on fluorescence 
(Fig. 21). 

 

Our primary dataset is the abundance of each clone in the repression library over 
time, when grown in various conditions. Slow growing clones (e.g. clones where an 
essential gene is repressed) will be depleted from the reactor over time as they are 
“washed out”. From this data, we first clustered individual clones into subgroups 
based on their abundance dynamics across moderate-light (L100; 100 µE light in-
tensity), high-light (L300; 300 µE light intensity) and day-night (LD) conditions 
(five clusters; Fig. 22 A). Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was performed, 
where gene annotations are retrieved for each individual within the cluster and com-
mon biological function categories can be assigned to each cluster with different de-
grees of confidence (Fig. 22 B). Clusters 1 to 4 were composed of clones (sgRNAs) 
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that exhibited depletion to various degree. Cluster 1 (241 sgRNAs) contained sgRNAs 
that were depleted in both induced and uninduced conditions, indicating growth 
sensitivity to even slight changes in dosage of these genes. Cluster 2 (378 sgRNAs) 
contained sgRNAs that were quickly depleted in all three culture conditions. GO 
terms enriched in both clusters 1 and 2 contain genes involved in core processes. 
Cluster 3 (767 sgRNAs) contained sgRNAs that were more depleted in L300 than 
L100, indicating genes that are more essential in a high-light condition. Such genes 
included cyclic electron flows such as NDH1 complex subunits, encountered in Pa-
per I. Cluster 4 (612 sgRNAs) contained sgRNAs mostly associated with nucleotide 
metabolism that were weakly depleted. Cluster 5 (5074 sgRNAs) was the largest clus-
ters, these clones maintained a steady abundance over time, indicating that these 
sgRNAs did not affect cell growth, either because the gene is nonessential, or because 
that particular sgRNA was not effective in repressing the target gene. Overall, this 
analysis could shed light on genes with unknown functions and refine condition-spe-
cific essential gene sets.  

We next computed gene fitness scores as the average of sgRNA fitness scores to fa-
cilitate selection of improved phenotypes. Each sgRNA fitness score was computed 
as the integration over time of the curve representing the individual abundance (in 
log2 fold change) with the initial individual abundance as basal level. For example, 
genes in cluster 1 would have more negative fitness scores than genes in cluster 4. 
The more negative the fitness score, the more essential the targeted gene. Con-
versely, a positive fitness scores denotes mutants with improved fitness with respect 
to the average, for a given condition. Among them, repression of pmgA and slr1916 
showed a significant growth improvement in L100 and L300 conditions. Both genes 
are believed to be involved in photosynthesis modulation, as previous studies on 
knockouts of these genes showed that they had elevated PSI content at moderate 
light, yet could not reduce the level of PSI at high light224,225. In wild-type Synecho-
cystis, both PSII (25 % decrease) and PSI (50 % decrease) decrease during the shift 
from low light to high light. However, in the pmgA mutant, the PSI decrease was 
mitigated, so that the PSI/PSII ratio remained at approximately 2. This seemingly 
small alteration results in higher 80% PSI activity and 40% higher PSII activity in 
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the mutant, and a corresponding 20-25% increase in growth rate at high light (300 
µE)224. 

Figure 22. Clustering of library individuals. (A) Clustered sgRNAs by similarity of log2 fold-
change over time. The plus sign indicates induced library and the minus sign noninduced 
library. (B) Enriched gene-ontology (GO) terms for the four clusters (1–4) showing sgRNA 
depletion; p-value calculate with Fisher’s exact test with elimination. (C) Clusters dynamics 
in each condition. Experiment run time was normalized to number of cell generations esti-
mated from population growth rate. Reproduced under the  Creative Commons Attribution 
4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

 

Remarkably, an increased PSI content has also been proposed as a contributing fac-
tor to the fast-growth phenotype in Synechococcus UTEX 2973, among the fastest 
growing cyanobacteria known to date226. Together, these results would tend to con-
firm the suboptimal source-sink balance in Synechocystis discussed in Paper I and 
experimentally observed in Paper III. Note that pmgA mutants do not tolerate 
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mixotrophic conditions indicating the inability for the cell to rebalance the sink in 
the presence of an additional source.  An increased PSI content could promote cyclic 
electron flow through the FQR reaction (Fig. 15 A). The resulting effect could poten-
tially involve an increase in ATP production and as a result an increase in the 
ATP/NADPH ratio, consistent with the increased fixation rate when an additional 
electron sink was present (Paper III) and the observation that cells have an in-
creased ATP pool at early exponential phase, when the growth rate is at its peak227. 
Based on this hypothesis, pmgA knock-down is not certain to have a positive effect 
on production, as it would drive the ATP/NADPH ratio further away from optimal 
range facilitating production (Paper I).  

 

We further used the library to find targets improving lactate tolerance and produc-
tion. For the lactate tolerance, we proceeded as above with addition of 0.1 M sodium 
L-lactate, the concentration at which WT Synechocystis show a 50% decrease in 
growth rate. As control, we used 0.1 M NaCl to account for increased osmolarity in 
the presence of lactate (Fig. 23). Growing the library with the presence of lactate for 
32 days allowed the selection of 9 sgRNAs with increased fitness scores. Reconstruc-
tion and testing of the selected individuals showed that bcp2 and aroH knockdowns 
improved lactate tolerance (Fig. 23). While the mechanisms behind increased lactate 
tolerance is unknown, the library screening offers possibilities that rational design 
could not. 

 

We next used the CRISPRi repression library to find gene targets that would increase 
production of lactate. We first transferred the pooled sgRNAs into a lactate produc-
ing Synechocystis strain. Since we had previously observed that a lactate dehydro-
genase enzyme (Ldh) with NADH specificity was not stably expressed in Synecho-
cystis (see section 5.2 and Ref. 228), we used a mutated variant of the Ldh that had 
a higher activity with NADPH, which indeed resulted in more stable lactate produc-
tion. Here, another screening method had to be employed to find clones with higher 
lactate productivities, as this phenotype could not be linked to growth and thus could 
not be selected through competitive growth experiments.  
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Figure 23. Library individuals with improved lactate tolerance. (A) Log2 fold change over 
time for individuals with high fitness scores (indicated as F in gray). (B) Growth rate and (C) 
growth curve of selected individuals. Reproduced under the  Creative Commons Attribution 
4.0 International License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

 

Instead, we employed microfluidics to encapsulate single cells from the library, to-
gether with a fluorometric lactate assay. In brief, high-producing clones secrete more 
lactate into their surrounding droplet, resulting in a stronger fluorescent signal. An 
excitation and detection laser, coupled to an automated sorting system on a micro-
chip, allowed sorting out of the top 2% of the droplets/clones (Fig. 21). Sorting was 
performed in duplicates and at two timepoints to try to obtain reliable statistics on 
which clones actually produce more lactate than average. We then used PCR to 
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amplify (and sequence via NGS) the sgRNA regions of sorted clones. Comparison of 
the abundance of clones in the sorted vs. unsorted populations showed which clones 
were high producers of lactate. While no reliable statistics could be obtained with 
these few timepoints, we applied a threshold for calling a particular clone enriched; 
the ratio of abundance in the sorted/unsorted fractions should be > 3, and the clone 
should appear enriched in at least two of the four sorted samples were considered.  

 

After applying these conditions, we examined the list of sgRNAs that led to increased 
lactate production. Interestingly, the sgRNAs (which target particular genes for re-
pression), echoed strategies encountered in our previous modeling and experimental 
works. We could distinguish two main types of engineering strategies leading to in-
creased production; carbon flow rerouting and electron transport chain modulation. 
Local carbon flow rerouting was discussed in Paper II and Paper III. For instance, 
overexpression of the enolase to redirect the carbon flow into the less abundant pre-
cursor pyruvate increased production of isoprene (Paper II). Similarly, the screen-
ing studies here showed that repression of the phosphoketolase could help lactate 
production. Presumably, the phosphoketolase enzyme provides a route to biomass 
formation that bypasses lower glycolysis and the lactate precursor pyruvate. Thus, 
repression of phosphoketolase may be expected to drive flux through enolase to py-
ruvate. Additionally, the growth-arrest repression node gltA (Paper III) was one of 
the most consistently enriched targets. We also found other potentially promising 
target genes that could be used as growth-arrest repression points. Among them, re-
pression of pcnB increased lactate titers, which was also verified by reconstructing 
this clone and testing in monoculture (Fig. 24). PcnB is potential nucleotidyltrans-
ferase involved in poly(A) tails addition to mRNA, and this target could not have 
been found with rational design methods. We also found targets involved in nutri-
ents uptake such as repression of phosphate and nitrogen transporters. Nitrogen de-
pletion and repression of nitrogen uptake has been shown to trigger a general cellu-
lar response with increased butanol production (Paper III and Ref. 112). Identifi-
cation of strategies connected to the electron transport chain supports the idea of 
modulating the ATP/NADPH ratio to increase product synthesis, as seen in Paper 
I and Paper II. Here, we found targets inside and outside of the electron transport  
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Figure 24. Validation of strategies with improved lactate titers. Shown are lactate titers in 
µmol per liter, and specific lactate titers in µmol per liter per biomass (OD720). NT0 - control 
sgRNA with no target site in Synechocystis genome. (A) Productivity of selected mutants 
cultivated in axenic shake-flask cultures (n = 2, each strain assayed in two independent rep-
licates). L-lactate concentration was measured after 24 h and 48 h. The asterisk denotes 
significance with p ≤ 0.05, two-sided student’s t-test, pcnB, p = 0.016, gltA, p = 0.02. (B) A 
subset of two mutants was cultivated in axenic ‘photonfluxostat’ cultures (light intensity pro-
portional to cell density, 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 OD720 nm−1, n = 2, each strain assayed 
in 2 separate experiments). Lactate concentration was measured after 18 h and 30 h. Repro-
duced under the  Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License http://crea-
tivecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 
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chain related to ATP/NADPH modulation such as NDH1 dehydrogenase subunits, 
the ferredoxin:plastoquinone reductase ssr2016 involved in cyclic electron flow or 
the succinate dehydrogenase sdhB involved in respiration. Reconstruction and test-
ing of some of these targets only lead to moderate lactate titers improvement when 
compared to carbon rerouting strategies, hinting at carbon rather than reductant 
limitations in lactate production. Failure to experimentally validate some of these 
strategies could also be linked to the difference between screening conditions (lac-
tate produced in droplets) and validation conditions (lactate produced in bulk). Ma-
jor diverging factors include the amount of incident light per cell, the timing of re-
pression as well as environmental differences such as the pH inside the droplets.  
Overall, similar findings in isoprene production (Paper II) confirm the importance 
of a general carbon rerouting in cyanobacteria as major avenue to boost productivi-
ties with increased cofactor availability providing a more moderate effect.  
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Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

 

In the present work, we developed avenues to guide future development of cyano-
bacteria as a suitable microbial cell factory with respect to increasing the solar-to-
fuel conversion efficiency. In particular, we tried to translate promising approaches 
from theory to experiments. With its carbon source independent from its electron 
source, metabolic engineering of cyanobacteria stands apart from heterotrophs with 
unique challenges and opportunities. 

 

In non-engineered strains, aligning energy and electron source on the sink demand 
is an important aspect of the photoautotrophic lifestyle in variable carbon and light 
supply80,227,229,230. Balancing the source with the sink between the four main hubs 
that are photosynthesis, carbon fixation, product pathway and biomass formation 
was essential for the development of important industrial phenotypes. We found that 
modulation of one hub also influenced the metabolic activity of the other hubs, show-
casing the interdependency between the different subsystems. In Paper I, we found 
that tuning down the ATP/NADPH ratio in the electron transport chain increased 
product formation, further demonstrated experimentally in Paper II and Paper 
IV. In Paper III, we found that increasing production increased carbon fixation and 
in Paper IV, we found that modulation of photosynthesis had a positive effect on 
maximal growth rate. All these results tend to suggest that wild-type Synechocystis 
operate with a suboptimal source to sink coupling with respect to optimal growth, 
with an ATP/NADPH ratio likely inferior to an optimal value. This suboptimal re-
source allocation could be a strategy for the cell to prioritize flexibility over efficiency. 
There are other examples of suboptimal phenotypes in Nature that allow to over-
come rapid changing conditions143.  

 

From an engineering perspective, this work combined rational design and genome-
wide screening to improve the cyanobacterial chassis. While rational design offered 
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some traceability in the building of improved phenotypes, genome-wide screening 
allowed to find targets with sometimes unknown functions. The synergy between the 
two approaches will be essential towards building more advanced industrial pheno-
types. The two main phenotypic designs employed here were growth-coupled and 
growth-arrest designs. For the first time, we theoretically designed growth-coupled 
strategies and experimentally demonstrated growth-arrest production in Synecho-
cystis, albeit a reduced metabolic activity after 2 days in growth-arrested strains. 
Growth-coupled designs will be of importance to design more stable production sys-
tems and growth-arrest strategies will be necessary to fully optimize the solar-to-fuel 
conversion efficiency. According to our calculations, we estimate that we have 
reached a 3% solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency with growth-arrest strategies. By in-
tegrating other strategies such as better light utilization using heterologous pigments 
or using a more tolerant host, there is definitely room for improvements. 

 

While this work has provided an initial step towards development of cyanobacteria 
as an efficient cell factory, there are still many barriers to overcome. In particular, 
future work should address the stability issues associated with increased production. 
For instance, we noticed strain instability when a NADH dependent lactate dehydro-
genase was used. Given the small NADH pool in Synechocystis, tapping into this 
pool could result in higher variability compared to the pool size, resulting in a higher 
sensitivity to fluctuations. Depletion or accumulation of the metabolite pool could 
then trigger a more general yet not fully understood stress response. Similarly, de-
creased metabolic activity was observed in growth-arrested cells upon induction of 
essential gene repression and before any accumulation of NADPH. While a de-
creased metabolic activity is often associated with stress responses such as the SOS 
response135 or stringent response mechanisms172, a difficult task ahead will be to re-
wire those responses rather than repressing them to avoid decreased viability in bi-
oprocesses231. Overall, these results suggest that metabolic imbalance could directly 
trigger the stress response and future work must include a systems biology approach. 
The remaining question is whether it is physiologically possible to uncouple produc-
tion from growth. One of the limitations would depend on protein stability. Studies 
in E. coli has shown that proteins half-life (time at which initial protein 
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concentration is divided by two) could be longer than 70h representing at least an 
impressive 280 cell cycles on average232. In Synechocystis, the half-life of photosys-
tem I was found to be between 30h and 70h233. If we consider long productions 
stages (longer than 2 weeks), then key enzymes such as enzymes involved in carbon 
fixation, photosynthesis or even product synthesis would surely need to be refur-
bished. More importantly, the aforementioned stress mechanisms could also pro-
mote proteases which would further contribute to proteins half-life reduction. In eu-
karyotes for instance, senescence-induced stress (growth-arrest) is known to induce 
proteolysis234,235. Therefore, a residual protein synthesis should be considered. In an 
ideal scenario, only proteins that are important for maintaining product synthesis 
would be synthesized. Computationally, the set of genes required to achieve a certain 
metabolic state with no growth could not be achieved using traditional FBA (maxi-
mization of product synthesis) but integration of protein synthesis into genome-
scale models could allow to formulate a minimal metabolic state for product synthe-
sis under no growth with product maximization. In our current CRISPRi-based 
growth-arrest system, gltA repression reduces the downstream production of certain 
amino acids. While we believe that such a residual amino acid synthesis is allowed 
as gltA repression did not reach 100% even when two sgRNAs were employed222, 
perhaps significant depletion of some key proteins is enough to trigger the stress re-
sponse. A promising alternative could be to mimic growth-arrest phenotypes than 
occur in encapsulated cyanobacteria where product synthesis seems to be constant 
over time when biomass is repressed236. 
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